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Abstract
We show that ground states of the NLS moving at nonzero speed are
asymptotically stable if they either stay far from the potential, or the
potential is small, or the ground state has large speed. We search an
effective Hamiltonian using the Birkhoff normal forms argument in [11],
treating the potential as a perturbation. The so called Fermi Golden
Rule, which is used to describe the decay to 0 of the internal discrete
modes of the ground state, is similar to that in [12]. The continuous
modes dispersion requires the theory in [40] on charge transfer models.
1 Introduction
We consider the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation with a potential (NLSP)
iwt = −∆w + γV (x)w + β(|w|2)w , (t, x) ∈ R× R3 . (1.1)
We have the following first set of hypotheses.
(H1) V ∈ S(R3,R) is a Schwartz function, γ > 0, −∆+ γV has no eigenvalues
and 0 is not a resonance (that is, if (−∆ + γV )u = 0 with u ∈ C∞ and
|u(x)| ≤ C|x|−1 for a fixed C, then u = 0).
(H2) β(0) = 0, β ∈ C∞(R,R).
(H3) There exists a p ∈ (1, 5) such that for every k ≥ 0 there is a fixed Ck with∣∣∣∣ dkdvk β(v2)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ck|v|p−k−1 if |v| ≥ 1.
We think of γV (x)w as a perturbation of
iwt = −∆w + β(|w|2)w. (1.2)
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A ground state is a solution eiωtφ(x) of (1.2) in H2(R3) with ω ∈ R and
φ(x) > 0. It is orbitally stable if ∀ ǫ > 0 ∃ δ > 0 s.t. if ‖φ − u0‖H1 < δ the
solution u of (1.2) with u(0) = u0 exists globally in time and satisfies
sup
t>0
inf
s∈R,y∈R3
‖eisφ(· − y)− u(t)‖H1 < ǫ.
By the following hypotheses our ground states are orbitally stable, [47, 20, 21]:
(H4) on an open interval O ⊆ (0,∞) for any n ∈ N there is a C∞-family
O ∋ ω 7→ φω ∈ Σn, see (2.2) below, s.t. φω is a positive radial solution of
−∆u+ ωu+ β(|u|2)u = 0 for x ∈ R3. (1.3)
(H5) ddω‖φω‖2L2 > 0 for ω ∈ O.
(H6) Let L+ := −∆+ω+β(φ2ω)+2β′(φ2ω)φ2ω with domain H2(R3). We assume
L+ has one negative eigenvalue and kerL+ = Span{∂xjφω : j = 1, 2, 3}.
By the symmetries of (1.2), the following is a family of solutions of (1.2)
Gω := {e i2v·x− i4 |v|
2t+itω+iγ0φω(x− vt−D0) | γ0 ∈ R, v, D0 ∈ R3}. (1.4)
We study the effect of the potential γV on a solution u(t) initially close to Gω0 .
Setting u(t, x) := e−
i
2v·x−
i
4 t|v|
2
w(t, x + vt) we can equivalently rewrite (1.1) as
iu˙ = −∆u+ γV (x+ vt)u + β(|u|2)u , u(0, x) = u0(x). (1.5)
1.1 Statement of the main result
We assume the following hypotheses on the linearization Hω defined in (5.1).
(H7) ∃ n and 0 < e1(ω) ≤ e2(ω) ≤ ... ≤ en(ω), s.t. σp(Hω) consists of ±ej(ω)
and 0 for j = 1, · · · ,n. We assume 0 < Njej(ω) < ω < (Nj + 1)ej(ω)
with Nj ∈ N. We set N = N1. Here each eigenvalue is repeated a number
of times equal to its multiplicity. Multiplicities and n are constant in ω.
(H8) There is no multi index µ ∈ Zn with |µ| := |µ1|+ ...+ |µk| ≤ 2N1+3 such
that µ · e(ω) = ω, where e(ω) = (e1(ω), · · · , en(ω)).
(H9) For ej1(ω) < ... < ejk(ω) and µ ∈ Zk s.t. |µ| ≤ 2N1 + 3, then we have
µ1ej1(ω) + · · ·+ µkejk(ω) = 0 ⇐⇒ µ = 0 .
(H10) The points ±ω are not resonances of Hω, see p.5 [17].
(H11) The Fermi golden rule Hypothesis (H11) in Sect. 8.3, see (8.34), holds.
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Solutions of (1.5) initially close to a Gω, for some time can be written as
u(t, x) = ei(
1
2v(t)·x+ϑ(t))φω(t)(x−D(t)) + r(t, x). (1.6)
We will show this persists for all t ≥ 0 and that the (ω(t), v(t)) converge.
Theorem 1.1. Let ω1 ∈ O. Assume (H1)–(H11) and u0 ∈ S(R3). Fix M0 > 1
and v, y0 ∈ R3 with |v| > M−10 and |γ| < M0, where γ is the constant in (H1).
Fix a δ0 > 0 small. Set
ǫ := inf
θ∈R
‖u0 − eiθφω1(· − y0)‖H1 + γ sup
distS2(ê,
v
|v|
)≤δ0
∫ ∞
0
(1 + ||v|êt+ y0|2)−1dt.
∃ ǫ0 = ǫ0(M0, ω1, δ0) > 0 & C = C(M0, ω1, δ0) > 0 s.t. if u solves (1.5) and
ǫ < ǫ0, (1.7)
there exist ω+ ∈ O, v+ ∈ R3, θ ∈ C1(R+;R), y ∈ C1(R+;R3) and h+ ∈ H1
with ‖h+‖H1 + |ω+ − ω1|+ |v+| ≤ Cǫ such that
lim
t→+∞
‖u(t, x)− eiθ(t)+ i2v+·xφω+(x− y(t))− eit∆h+(x)‖H1x = 0. (1.8)
In the notation of (1.6), we have r(t, x) = A(t, x) + r˜(t, x) such that A(t, ·) ∈
S(R3,C), |A(t, x)| ≤ C(t) with limtր∞ C(t) = 0 and such that ‖r˜‖Lpt (R+,W 1,qx ) ≤
Cǫ for any admissible pair (p, q), by which we mean that
2/p+ 3/q = 3/2 , 6 ≥ q ≥ 2 , p ≥ 2. (1.9)
Remark 1.2. By (H2), β(|w|2)w = O(w3) at 0. This excludes bound states with
small H1 norm and multi-soliton solutions near the ground state.
Theorem 1.1 for γ = 0 is in [13]. Here we extend [13] by adding a non-
trapping potential. We consider only the regime when the interaction of the
soliton with the potential is either too quick or is weak because they are far
or because the potential is small. See [19, 18, 22, 24, 25, 27, 26, 2, 3, 37] for
various studies on behavior of ground states and a potential. See also [32, 33].
A related topic is the analysis of multisolitons, see [41, 38, 39, 31, 30, 1, 10].
Theorem 1.1 is expected since for weak interaction of soliton and potential one
expects an analogue of the classical particle scattering by a potential.
For slower velocities and classically trapping potentials the time evolution can
involve long time oscillatory motion and complicate patterns, see [19, 18, 1]. Our
result should be contrasted with the case considered in [37], see also [24, 25, 36],
where the 1D soliton hits a relatively large potential at a not sufficiently large
velocity to survive and collapses becoming radiation, see also [36].
Our interaction is similar to the solitons interaction in [41, 38, 39] but is less
restrictive since we allow internal modes, that is the existence of the eigenvalues
ej(ω) in (H7). This makes the local dynamics near a soliton harder to analyze.
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The first results on the decay of internal modes go back to [8, 43], which
treated only case N1 = 1. A quite general analysis of this decay was obtained
first in [5], then in [12, 13]. For a more general and simpler set up see [4, 11].
Here we are in a situation similar to that in [13, 11]. Although the soliton
in not an exact solution of (1.5), we still represent solutions u(t) as a sum of a
soliton and a remainder. By the weakness of the interaction with the potential,
this representation is preserved for all times. Furthermore, up to a solution of the
constant coefficient linear Schro¨dinger equation and up to a phase factor and to
translation, our solution becomes a ground state of (1.2). In [13, 11] this is shown
using an appropriate effective Hamiltonian in a neighborhood of the ground state
with the same invariants of motion of u(t). Since the linear momenta are not
invariants of (1.5), here we modify this argument by considering an appropriate
time dependent effective Hamiltonian.
Once we get right time dependent coordinate system and effective Hamilto-
nian, we close estimates as in [13, 12]. The proof resembles the standard anal-
ysis of scattering for semilinear equations, see Ch. 6 [45], supplemented with
the Fermi Golden Rule (FGR), which involves showing square power structure
and positive semi–definiteness for some coefficients of the internal modes equa-
tions, see (8.32)–(8.33). In (H11) we assume they are strictly positive (proved in
Prop.2.2 [5] for an easier problem). Then, by nonlinear interaction with contin-
uous modes the energy of the internal modes (which left on their own would look
like harmonic oscillators) leaks into the continuous modes where is scattered by
linear dispersion. This discussion is in Sect. 8.3 and is the same of [12].
The scattering of continuous modes is in Sect. 8.1–8.2, 9–12. It requires
a perturbation argument which exploits linear dispersion. The linearization is
similar to the charge transfer models in [40], applied to interaction of solitons in
[41]. While we follow [40] and our nonlinear problem is similar to [41], the slow
decay due to the internal modes forces us to add to the argument also Beceanu’s
integrating factor [6], needed to eliminate the terms v · ∇xu and ϕσ3u in (9.3),
in [41] eliminated using fast decay due to absence of internal modes.
We work in 3d. The arguments extend to higher d. In 1d and 2d Beceanu’s
argument is unavailable due to the fact that ∆ has a resonance at 0.
We focus only on case σ(−∆ + γV ) = [0,∞). We leave to a future paper
the case of −∆ + γV with exactly one eigenvalue, where asymptotic behavior
of small energy solutions of (1.1) is known, [23]. Notice that [16] has extended
[23] generalizing [44, 46, 34].
2 Set up
We start with some notation. We set 〈x〉 = (1 + |x|2) 12 and
〈f, g〉 = Re
∫
R3
f(x)g(x)dx for f, g : R3 → C . (2.1)
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We identify C = R2 and set J =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. Multiplication by i in C is J−1 =
−J . For n ≥ 1 and K = R,C then Σn = Σn(R3,K2) is the Banach space with
‖u‖2Σn :=
∑
|α|≤n
(‖xαu‖2L2(R3) + ‖∂αx u‖2L2(R3)) <∞. (2.2)
We set Σ0 = L
2(R3,K2). We define Σr by ‖u‖Σr := ‖(1−∆+ |x|2)
r
2u‖L2 <∞
for r ∈ R. For r ∈ N the two definitions are equivalent, see [13]. Notice that for
S = S(R3,K2) the set of Schwartz functions and for S ′ = S ′(R3,K2) the set of
tempered distributions we have
S = ∩n∈ZΣn , S ′ = ∪n∈ZΣn. (2.3)
We will by Hk,s(R3,K2) the Banach space defined by
‖u‖Hk,s := ‖(1 + |x|2)
s
2 (1−∆) k2 u‖L2 <∞.
We set L2,s = H0,s, L2 = L2,0, Hk = Hk,0. To emphasize spatial variables, we
might denote spaces by W k,px , L
p
x, H
k
x , H
k,s
x and L
2,s
x . For I ⊂ R and Yx any of
them, we consider spaces Lpt (I, Yx) with norm ‖f‖Lpt (I,Yx) := ‖‖f‖Yx‖Lpt (I).
Given two topological vector spaces X and Y we denote by B(X,Y ) the set
of continuous linear operators from X to Y .
2.1 The linearization
For B ∈ C∞(R,R) s.t. B(0) = 0 and B′(t) = β(t), we consider the energy
E(u) = E0(u) + 2
−1γ〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉
E0(u) := 2
−1‖∇u‖2L2 + EP (u) , EP (u) := 2−1
∫
R3
B(|u|2)dx. (2.4)
For u ∈ H1(R3,C) we have charge and momenta:
Q(u) = Π4(u) = 2
−1‖u‖2L2 = 2−1〈♦4u, u〉 , ♦4 := 1;
Πa(u) = 2
−1 Im〈uxa , u〉 = 2−1〈♦au, u〉 , ♦a := J∂xa for a = 1, 2, 3.
(2.5)
We set Π(u) = (Π1(u), ...,Π4(u)). We have E ∈ C2(H1(R3,C),R) and Πj ∈
C∞(H1(R3,C),R). By straight computation we have the following formulas:
Q(e−
1
2Jv·xu) = Q(u) ; Πa(e
− 12Jv·xu) = Πa(u) + 2
−1vaQ(u) for a = 1, 2, 3 ;
E0(e
− 12Jv·xu) = E0(u) + v · Π(u) + 4−1v2Q(u) , v ·Π(u) =
∑
a≤3
vaΠa(u). (2.6)
By (2.6) and by (H5), the map (ω, v)→ p = Π(e− 12Jv·xφω) is a diffeomorphism
into an open subset P of R4. For p = p(ω, v) ∈ P set Φp = e− 12Jv·xφω .
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For F ∈ C1(U,C) with U an open subset of H1, the gradient ∇F (U) is
defined by 〈∇F (U), X〉 = dF (U)(X), with dF (U) the Freche´t derivative at U .
If F ∈ C2(U,C) it remains defined the linear operator ∇2F (U) : H1 → H−1
The Φp are constrained critical points of E0 with associated Lagrange mul-
tipliers λ(p) ∈ R4 so that ∇E0(Φp) = λ(p) · ♦Φp, where we have
λ4(p) = −ω(p)− 4−1v2(p) , λa(p) := va(p) for a = 1, 2, 3. (2.7)
We set also
d(p) := E0(Φp)− λ(p) · Π(Φp). (2.8)
For any fixed τ0 ∈ R4 a function u(t) := eJ(tλ(p)+τ0)·♦Φp is a solitary wave
solution of iut = −∆u+ β(|u|2)u. We now introduce
Lp := J(∇2E0(Φp)− λ(p) · ♦). (2.9)
By an abuse of notation, we set
Lω := Lp when v(p) = 0 and ω(p) = ω. (2.10)
We have the following identity, elementary to check, see [11] Sect.7,
Lp = e− 12Jv(p)·xLω(p)e
1
2Jv(p)·x. (2.11)
Remark 2.1. By (2.11) the spectrum of Lp depends only on ω(p).
(H5) implies that rank
[
∂λi
∂pj
]
i↓ , j→
= 4. This and (H6) imply
kerLp = Span{J♦jΦp : j = 1, ..., 4} and
Ng(Lp) = Span{J♦jΦp, ∂λjΦp : j = 1, ..., 4},
(2.12)
where Ng(L) := ∪∞j=1 ker(Lj). Recall that we have a well known decomposition
L2 = Ng(Lp)⊕N⊥g (L∗p) , (2.13)
Ng(L∗p) = Span{♦jΦp, J−1∂λjΦp : j = 1, ..., 4}. (2.14)
Lemma 2.2 (Modulation Lemma). Fix n ∈ Z and Ψ1 = eJτ1·♦Φp1 . Then there
exists a neighborhood Un of Ψ1 in Σ−n(R3,R2) and functions p ∈ C∞(Un,P)
and τ ∈ C∞(Un,R4) s.t. p(Ψ1) = p1 and τ(Ψ1) = τ1 and s.t. ∀u ∈ Un
u = eJτ ·♦(Φp +R) and R ∈ N⊥g (H∗p). (2.15)
Proof. First of all we point out that R ∈ N⊥g (L∗p) makes sense for any tempered
distribution R and if u is in Hk or Σk with k ≥ −n the same is true for R. This
because the functions in (2.12) are Schwartz functions.
By Sect. 7 [11] the hypotheses (A1)–(A6) of [11] hold here. Hypotheses
(B1)–(B2) of [11] hold here by the discussion between (2.6) and (2.7). (C1) of
[11] is (2.12) while (C3) of [11] can be checked by elementary computation. So
Lemma 2.2 follows by Lemma 2.4 [11].
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2.2 Choice of p0 and coordinates
Let PNg (p) = PNg(Lp) be the projection on Ng(Lp) related to (2.13). We have
PNg (p)X = −J♦jΦp 〈X, J−1∂pjΦp〉+ ∂pjΦp 〈X,♦jΦp〉 ∀X ∈ S ′ (2.16)
summing on double indexes. Indeed range(rhs)⊆ Ng(Lp), PNg (p)J♦jΦp =
J♦jΦp and PNg (p)∂pjΦp = ∂pjΦp which follow by 〈♦jΦp, ∂pℓΦp〉 = ∂pℓpj . By
(H4)–(H5) and (2.12) we have
PNg (p) ∈ C∞(P , B(S ′,S)). (2.17)
We set
P (p) := 1− PNg (p). (2.18)
We consider the vector
π(t) = (Π1(u(t)), ...,Π4(u(t))) = (Π1(u(t)),Π2(u(t)),Π3(u(t)),Π4(u(0))).
We choose p0, v0, ω0 such that if u0 is the initial value in (1.5), then
Π(Φp0) = Π(u0), v0 = v(p0) and ω0 = ω(p0). (2.19)
Furthermore, for u0 satisfying (1.7) with ǫ0 small enough, then by
p0 = Π(Φp0) = Π(u0) = Π(Φp +R) = p+Π(R)
we have |p0 − p| . ǫ2. Since |p− p1| . ǫ, we have
|v0|+ |ω0 − ω1| . ǫ. (2.20)
By π(t) = Π(u(t)), v(π(t)) is non constant while ω(π(t)) = ω0. Since π(t) is
not a constant, it will be convenient to introduce a parameter π ∈ P .
By (2.17)–(2.18) we have (p, π) → P (p)P (π)P (p0) ∈ C∞(P2, B(Σk,Σk)).
Furthermore, since the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 [11] hold here, see Lemma
2.2, we conclude that there exists an a > 0 such that if |p − p0| < a and
|π−p0| < a for π, p ∈ P , the map P (p)P (π)P (p0) restricts into an isomorphism
from N⊥g (L∗p0)∩Σk to N⊥g (L∗p)∩Σk for any k ≥ −n. The arguments in Lemma
2.3 [11] hold also with Σk replaced by H
k.
For Xk equal either to H
k or to Σk, there exists a fixed a > 0 such that for
k ≥ −n the map, dependent on the parameter π s.t. |π − p0| < a,
R
4 × {p : |p− p0| < a} × (N⊥g (L∗p0) ∩Xk)→ Xk,
(τ, p, r)→ u = eJτ ·♦(Φp + P (p)P (π)r)
(2.21)
is for ‖r‖Xk < a a local homeomorphism in the image. Inverting we have:
Lemma 2.3. We have r(π, u) ∈ C0({|π − p0| < a} × (Un ∩ Xk), Xk) for any
k ≥ −n, with the Un in Lemma 2.2. Furthermore, for k ≥ −n + 1 we have
r ∈ C1({|π − p0| < a} × (Un ∩Xk), Xk−1).
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For Un sufficiently small in Σ−n, summing on the repeated index j we have
∂ur = (P (p, π, p0))
−1P (p)
[
e−Jτ ·♦Id− J♦jP (p)r dτj − ∂pjP (p)r dpj
]
, (2.22)
∂πr = −(P (p, π, p0))−1P (p)(∂πP (π))r, (2.23)
with (P (p, π, p0))
−1 : N⊥g (L∗p)∩Xk → N⊥g (L∗p0)∩Xk the inverse of P (p, π, p0) =
P (p)P (π)P (p0) : N
⊥
g (L∗p0) ∩Xk → N⊥g (L∗p) ∩Xk.
Proof. The proof is like in Lemma 2.5 [11] but for (2.23) which follows by
0 = ∂πu = e
Jτ ·♦P (p)((∂πP (π))r + P (π)∂πr).
We replace the functions pj with the functions Πj in the coordinates (τ, p, r),
and move to coordinates (τ,Π, r). As in (34) of [11], for ̺ = Π(r), we have
Πj = pj + ̺j −Πj((PNg (p)− PNg (π))r) + 〈r,♦j(PNg (p)− PNg (π))r〉.
(2.24)
We introduce now a number of spaces.
Definition 2.4. Set Pj = P0j where, for n ∈ Z , we consider the spaces
Pn0 := Σn ∩N⊥g (Hπ) is the space of the r
Pn1 := R4 × Pn0 is the space of the (̺, r) or (Π, r)
Pn2 := R4 × Pn1 is the space of the (τ, ̺, r), (τ,Π, r) or (π,Π, r)
Pn3 := R4 × Pn2 is the space of the (τ,Π, ̺, r) or (π,Π, ̺, r)
Pn4 := R4 × Pn3 is the space of the (π, τ,Π, ̺, r) .
(2.25)
Using (2.17) the r.h.s. of (2.24) is smooth in (π, p, ̺, r) ∈ Pn3 for any n,
with the last two terms O(‖r‖2Σn). It is then easy to see that we can apply
the implicit function theorem to (2.24) and get pj = Πj − ̺j + Ψj(π,Π, ̺, r)
with Ψj ∈ C∞(A,R) for A a neighborhood of (p0, p0, 0, 0) in Pn3 for arbitrary
n ≥ −n, n fixed in Lemma 2.2. It is elementary that Ψj = R1,2∞,∞(π,Π, ̺, r)
and p = R1,0∞,∞(π,Π, ̺, r), where the latter symbols are defined as follows.
Definition 2.5. For I an interval with 0 in the interior, A ⊂ P−n3 a neighbor-
hood of (p0, p0, 0, 0), we say that F ∈ Cm(I × A,R) is Ri,jn,m if there exists a
C > 0 and a smaller neighborhood A′ of (p0, p0, 0, 0) in P−n s.t.
|F (t, π,Π, ̺, r)| ≤ C‖r‖jΣ−n(‖r‖Σ−n + |̺|+ |Π− π|)i in I ×A′. (2.26)
We will write also F = Ri,jn,m or F = Ri,jn,m(t, π,Π, ̺, r). We say F = Ri,jn,∞ if
F = Ri,jn,l for all l ≥ m. We say F = Ri,j∞,m if for all l ≥ n the above F is the
restriction of an F ∈ Cm(I × Al,R) with Al a neighborhood of 0 in P−l and
F = Ri,jl,m. If F = Ri,j∞,m for any m, we set F = Ri,j∞,∞.
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Definition 2.6. A T ∈ Cm(I ×A,Σn(R3,R2)), with I ×A like above, is Si,jn,m
and we write as above T = Si,jn,m or T = S
i,j
n,m(t, π,Π, ̺, r), if there exists a
C > 0 and a smaller neighborhood A′ of (p0, p0, 0, 0) s.t.
‖T (t, π,Π, ̺, r)‖Σn ≤ C‖r‖jΣ−n(‖r‖Σ−n + |̺|+ |Π− π|)i in I ×A′. (2.27)
We use notation T = Si,jn,∞, T = S
i,j
∞,m and T = S
i,j
∞,∞ as above.
Consider u s.t. Π is close to p0 and let π be close to p0 with Q(Φπ) = Q(φω0).
For ω = ω(p), v = v(p), with p = p(u) as of Lemma 2.2, we set
K0(π, u) : = E0(u)−E0 (Φπ) +
(
ω + 4−1v2
)
(Q−Q(Φπ))− v · (Π− π)
K(π, u) : = K0(π, u) + 2
−1γ〈V (· − vt)u, u〉+ v · (Π− π) +E0 (Φπ) (2.28)
= E(u) +
(
ω + 4−1v2
)
(Q−Q(Φπ)) .
We will set π = π(t) = Π(u(t)) for our solution u(t). But, before doing this we
will think of π as a fixed parameter. We will first apply to K0(π, u) a slight
extension of the results of [11]. We first consider the strong symplectic form,
i.e. X → Ω(X, ) defines an isomorphism from L2 to its dual,
Ω(X,Y ) = 〈J−1X,Y 〉. (2.29)
Definition 2.7. Given a differentiable function F , the Hamiltonian vectorfield
of F with respect to a strong symplectic form Ω is the field XF such that
Ω(XF , Y ) = dF (Y ) ∀ tangent vector Y , with dF the Freche´t derivative.
For F,G differentiable functions their Poisson bracket is {F,G} := dF (XG) if
G is scalar valued and F is either scalar or has values in a Banach space E.
Equation (1.1) can be written as ut = J∇E(u) = XE(u).
Lemma 2.8. Consider the functions Πj. Then XΠj =
∂
∂τj
. In particular
{Πj , τk} = −δjk , {Πj ,Πk} = 0 , {r,Πj} = 0. (2.30)
Furthermore, for
ϑ := −τ4, Da := τa for a ≤ 3 and D := (D1, D2, D3) (2.31)
we have at Π = π,
{Πj,K} = {Πj ,E} , {r,K} = {r,E}
{ϑ,K} = {ϑ,E} − ω − 4−1v2 , {Da,K} = {Da,E} and
(2.32)
{Πj ,E} = {Πj ,K0}+ 2−1γ{Πj , 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉} ,
{r,E} = {r,K0}+ 2−1γ{r, 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉} ,
{ϑ,E} = ω + 4−1v2 + {ϑ,K0}+ 2−1γ{ϑ, 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉},
{Da,E} = va + {Da,K0}+ 2−1γ{Da, 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉}.
(2.33)
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Proof. (2.32)–(2.33) follow from (2.30). Like in Lemma 2.7 [11] (2.30) is a
consequence of XΠj =
∂
∂τj
. The latter is XΠj (u) = J∇Πj(u) = J♦ju = ∂∂τj .
By Lemma 2.2 we have |D(0)− y0| . ǫ. We claim that
γ sup
distS2(
−→e , v|v| )≤δ0
∫ ∞
0
(1 + ||v|−→e t+D(0)|2)−1dt < 10ǫ. (2.34)
Indeed let I−→e := {t ≥ 0 s.t. ||v|−→e t+y0| ≥ 1/2}. For t ∈ I−→e , by |D(0)−y0| < Cǫ
||v|−→e t+ y0|(1− 2Cǫ) ≤ ||v|−→e t+D(0)| ≤ ||v|−→e t+ y0|(1 + 2Cǫ).
So γ‖〈|v|−→e t+D(0)〉−2‖L1t (I−→e ) ≤ γ(1− 2Cǫ)−2‖〈|v|−→e t+ y0〉−2‖L1t (R+) < 2ǫ.
If ||v|−→e t + y0| < 12 , by Chebyshev’s inequality we have |R+\I−→e | < 5ǫ4γ . Then
γ‖〈|v|−→e t+D(0)〉−2‖L1t(R+\I−→e ) ≤ γ|R+\I−→e | < 54ǫ. Adding up we get (2.34).
3 Darboux Theorem for fixed pi
Our aim is to find in this section Darboux coordinates and in Sect. 4 and 5 an
appropriate expansion of E0. This is done near e
Jτ ·♦Φπ for all π near p0 and is
the same of [11] except for the fact that in [11] we fix π = p0 (uniformity in π
depends on regularity on parameters of solutions of ODE’s) and that in [11] we
focus only on the set Π = π (this is dealt here introducing slightly more general
symbols in Def. 2.5 and 2.6 compared to those in Def. 2.8 and 2.9 in [11]). Up
to minor modifications the proofs are the same of [11]. In this section, which is
time independent, the variable t should not be confused with the time variable
t in (1.5) or (1.2).
For the P (p) in (2.18) and dr the Freche´t derivative of u→ r(π, u) for fixed
π, see Lemma 2.3, consider the differential forms
Ω(π)(X,Y ) := dτj ∧ dΠj(X,Y ) + 〈J−1P (π)drX, P (π)drY 〉. (3.1)
Lemma 3.1. At the points eJτ ·♦Φπ, for all τ ∈ R4 we have Ω(π) = Ω.
We have dB0
(π) = Ω(π) and dB(π) = Ω for the following forms:
B
(π)
0 := τjdΠj + 2
−1〈J−1P (π)r, P (π)dr〉; B(π) := B0(π) + α(π) for α(π) :=
〈Γ(π)(p)P (π)r + β(π)j (p, r)P ∗(p)♦jP (p)P (π)r, P (π)dr〉 − β(π)j (p, r)dΠj ,
Γ(π)(p) := 2−1J−1 (P (p)− P (π)) ,
β
(π)
j (p, r) := 2
−1 〈P ∗(p)J−1P (π)r, (∂pjP (p))P (π)r〉
1 + 〈♦jP (p)P (π)r, (∂pjP (p))P (π)r〉
.
Proof. This is exactly Lemma 3.1 [11] if we substitute r with R = P (π)r.
α(π) is used to define in Lemma 3.3 the vector field whose flow yields the
Darboux coordinates. See Sect.7 [12] for a brief reminder of Moser’s proof of
Darboux theorem, see also below around (3.19).
A direct computation, Lemma 3.3 [11], yields the following formulas.
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Lemma 3.2. Summing on repeated indexes the exterior differential dα(π) equals
δ̂k∂pkβ
(π)
j dΠj ∧ dΠk + 〈Γ̂j + (δ̂k∂pkβ(π)j − δ̂j∂pjβ(π)k )♦kP (p)P (π)r, P (π)dr〉∧
dΠj + 2〈Γ(π)(p)P (π)dr, P (π)dr〉 + 〈β˜j , P (π)dr〉 ∧ 〈P ∗(p)♦jP (p)P (π)r, P (π)dr〉
where we have (this time not summing on repeated indexes)
δ̂k := (1 + 〈♦kP (p)P (π)r, (∂pkP (p))P (π)r〉)−1 , Γ̂j :=
− P ∗(π)∇rβ(π)j − δ̂j [(∂pjΓ(π))P (π)r +
∑
k≤4
β
(π)
k (∂pj (P
∗(p)♦kP (p)))P (π)r]
+
∑
k≤4
(δ̂k∂pkβ
(π)
j − δ̂j∂pjβ(π)k )(P ∗(p)− 1)♦kP (p)P (π)r
β˜j := P
∗(π)∇rβ(π)j + δ̂j(∂pj (Γ(π) +
∑
k≤4
β
(π)
k P
∗(p)♦kP (p)))P (π)r.
For any fixed large n we have β
(π)
j = R0,2n,∞. Then ∇rβ(π)j = S0,1n,∞. Similarly,
Γ(π)(p)r = S1,1n,∞ by p = R0,1n,∞, see above Def. 2.5. It is then easy to conclude
that β˜j = R0,2n,∞ · ♦r + S0,1n,∞ and Γ̂ = S0,1n,∞. Then schematically we have
dα(π) = R0,2n,∞dΠj ∧ dΠk + 〈R0,2n,∞ · ♦r + S0,1n,∞, dr〉 ∧ dΠj
+ 2〈Γ(π)(p)P (π)dr, P (π)dr〉 + 〈R0,2 · ♦r + S0,1n,∞, dr〉 ∧ 〈♦r + S0,1n,∞, dr〉.
We define now Y by iY Ω
(π) = −α(π) (where iY Ω(π) := Ω(π)(Y, )), that is
(Y )τjdΠj − (Y )Πjdτj + 〈J−1P (π)(Y )r, P (π)dr〉
= β
(π)
j dΠj − 〈Γ(π)P (π)r + β(π)j P ∗(p)♦jP (p)P (π)r, P (π)dr〉.
This yields
(Y )τj = β
(π)
j (p, r) = R0,2n,∞ , (Y )Πj = 0 ,
(Y )r = (P (π)P (p0))
−1(−JΓ(π)(p)P (π)r − β(π)j (p, r)JP ∗(p)♦jP (p)P (π)r)
= S1,1n,∞ + JR0,2n,∞ · ♦r.
Define the operator K by iXdα(π) = iKXΩ(π). For vectors X with (X)Πj = 0
(where (X)κ := dκX for any coordinate κ) we have
(KX)τj = 〈R0,2n,∞ · ♦r + S0,1n,∞, (X)r〉, (KX)Πj = 0, , (KX)r =
= (P (π)P (p0))
−1J [2Γ(π)(X)r + 〈R0,2n,∞ · ♦r + S0,1n,∞, (X)r〉](♦r + S0,1n,∞).
System iX tπΩ
(π)
t = −α(π) is equivalent to (1 + tK)X tπ = Y. We have:
Lemma 3.3. For any fixed large n and for ε0 > 0 consider the subset U1 of H1
defined by |Π− p0| ≤ ε0, ‖r‖Σ−n ≤ ε0 and |Π(R)| ≤ ε0. Assume |π − p0| ≤ ε0.
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Then for ε0 small enough ∃ a unique vectorfield X tπ : U1 → P2 s.t. iX tπΩ(π)t =
−α(π), where Ω(π)t := Ω(π) + t(Ω− Ω(π)) for |t| < 4. For |t| < 3, we have
(X tπ)Π = 0 , (X tπ)τj = Tj , (X tπ)r = JAj♦jr +D with (3.2)
Tj ,Aj = R0,2n,∞(t, π,Π,Π(r), r) and D = S1,1n,∞(t, π,Π,Π(r), r). (3.3)
Proof. The proof is like Sect. 3.1 [11]. It rests in solving (1 + tK)X t,π = Y . It
is enough to focus on (X t,π)r. By Γ(π) = 〈S1,0n,∞, 〉S0,0n,∞ we have schematically
(X tπ)r + t〈R0,2n,∞ · ♦r + S1,0n,∞, (X tπ)r〉(JR0,2n,∞ · ♦r + S0,0n,∞)
= JR0,2n,∞ · ♦r + S1,1n,∞.
(3.4)
Applying to both sides 〈R0,2n,∞ ·♦r+S1,0n,∞, 〉 we get 〈R0,2n,∞ ·♦r+S1,0n,∞, (X t,π)r〉 =
R1,2n,∞. Plugging back in (3.4), we get (X t,π)r = JR0,2n,∞ · ♦r + S1,1n,∞.
We need information on the flows generated by systems like (3.2)–(3.3).
Lemma 3.4 is a simple extension of the standard arguments in Lemma 3.8 [11].
Lemma 3.4. For n,M,M0, s, s
′, k, l ∈ N ∪ {0} with 1 ≤ l ≤M , consider
τ˙j(t) = Tj(t, π,Π,Π(r), r) , Π˙j(t) = 0 ,
R˙(t) = JAj(t, π,Π,Π(r), r)♦j r +D(t, π,Π,Π(r), r),
(3.5)
where we assume what follows:
(i) PNg(p0)(Aj(t, π,Π, ̺, r)J♦jr +D(t, π,Π, ̺, r)) ≡ 0;
(ii) for |s| < 5, |π−p0| < ε˜0, |Π−p0| < ε˜0 and ‖r‖Σ−n∩N⊥g (H∗p0) < ε˜0 we have
A, T = R0,M0+1n,M (t, π,Π,Π(r), r) and D = Si,M0n,M (t, π,Π,Π(r), r).
Let k ∈ Z ∩ [0, n− (l + 1)] and set for s′′ ≥ 1
Us′′ε1,k := {(τ,Π, r) ∈ Ps
′′
2 : |Π− p0| ≤ ε1 , ‖r‖Σ−k + |Π(r)| ≤ ε1}. (3.6)
Then for ε1 > 0 small enough, (3.5) defines a flow Ftπ = (F
τ
tπ ,F
Π
tπ,F
r
tπ) for
t ∈ [−2, 2] in U1ε1,k with FΠtπ = FΠ0π such that, see (2.25),
Fτtπ(Π, ̺, r) = τ +R0,M0+1n−l−1,l(t, π,Π, ̺, r) and (3.7)
Frtπ(Π,Π(r), r) = e
Jq(t,π,Π,Π(r),r)·♦(r + S(t, π,Π,Π(r), r)) (3.8)
in (−2, 2)× V, V ⊂ P l+1−n3 = {(π,Π, ̺, r)} a neighborhood of (p0, p0, 0, 0),
q = R0,M0+1n−l−1,l(t, π,Π, ̺, r) , S = Si,M0n−l−1,l(t, π,Π, ̺, r). (3.9)
We have also S = S1 + S2 with
S1(t, π,Π,Π(r), r) =
∫ t
0
D(t′, π,Π,Π(r(t′)), r(t′))dt′
S2(t, π,Π, ̺, r) = S
i,2M0+1
n−l−1,l (t, π,Π, ̺, r).
(3.10)
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For n− l − 1 ≥ s′ ≥ s+ l ≥ l and k ∈ Z ∩ [0, n− l − 1] (3.11)
and for ε1 > 0 sufficiently small, we have for Ps2 = {(τ,Π, r)}
Ftπ ∈ Cl((−4, 4)× {π : |π − p0| < ε˜0} × Us
′
ε1,k,Ps2). (3.12)
Furthermore, ∃ ε2 > 0 s.t. Ftπ(Us′ε2,k) ⊂ Us
′
ε1,k
for all |t| < 4 and |π − p0| < ε˜0.
The constants implicit in (3.7), (3.9)–(3.10) and the constants ε1 and ε2 can be
chosen to depend only on the constants from (ii). Finally, we have
Ftπ(e
Jτ ·♦U) = eJτ ·♦Ftπ(U). (3.13)
Proof. Set S = e−Jq·♦r for q ∈ R4. Then consider the following system:
τ˙ = T (t, π,Π, ̺, P (p0)e
Jq·♦S), Π˙ = 0 , S˙ = e−Jq·♦D(t, π,Π, ̺, P (p0)eJq·♦S),
q˙ = A(t, π,Π, ̺, P (p0)eJq·♦S) , q(0) = 0, (3.14)
˙̺j = 〈S, e−Jq·♦♦jD(t, π,Π, ̺, P (p0)eJq·♦S)〉 .
We have PNg(p0)e
Jq·♦S = 0 ∀ t. Indeed this holds for t = 0 by q = 0 and
S = r ∈ N⊥g (p0). For t > 0 it holds by Gronwall inequality since, by Hypothesis
(i), we have
∂tPNg(p0)e
Jq·♦S = PNg(p0)[JA · ♦PNg(p0)eJq·♦S + JA♦P (p0)eJq·♦S +D]
= PNg(p0)JA · ♦PNg(p0)eJq·♦S , where A = A(t, π,Π, ̺, P (p0)eJq·♦S).
The field in (3.14) is Cl((−3, 3)× U−k,Σs′′ ×R12) for k, s′′ ∈ [0, n− (l+ 1)]
and l ≤ M , and with U−k ⊂ R16 × Σ−k = {(π,Π, q, ̺, S)} a neighborhood of
(p0, p0, 0, 0, 0). For l ≥ 1 we can apply to (3.14) standard theory of ODE’s to
conclude that there is a U ′−k like U−k such that the flow is of the form
τ(t) = τ +T(t, π,Π, ̺, r) , Π(t) = Π ,
S(t) = r + S(t, π,Π, ̺, r) , S(0, ̺, r) = 0 ,
q(t) = q(t, π,Π, ̺, r) , q(0, π,Π, ̺, r) = 0 ,
̺(t) = ̺+ ̺(t, π,Π, ̺, r) , ̺(0, π,Π, ̺, r) = 0 ,
(3.15)
with S ∈ Cl((−2, 2)× U ′−k,Σn−(l+1))
T, ̺, q(t, π,Π, ̺, R) ∈ Cl((−2, 2)× U ′−k,R4).
(3.16)
For S ∈ Σ1 ∩ BΣ−k and S(0) = S, choosing s′′ ≥ 1 we have S(t) ∈ Σ1 with
Π(S(t)) = ̺(t) for ̺(0) = ̺ = Π(S). Then (3.16) yields (3.9).
∃ fixed C s.t. for all |t| ≤ 2 and for r(0) = r and ̺(0) = ̺ we have
‖r(t)‖Σs′′ ≤ C‖r‖Σs′′ , (3.17)
|̺(t)− ̺| ≤ C‖r‖M0+1Σl+1−n(|π −Π|+ |̺|+ ‖r‖Σl+1−n)i. (3.18)
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Indeed (3.17)–(3.18) can be obtained as in [11] by a standard use of Hypothesis
(ii) and Gronwall inequality. Using (3.17)–(3.18) it is elementary to get the
bounds (2.26)–(2.27) of Definitions 2.5 and 2.6 needed to get (3.7) and (3.9).
For this and the routine proof of the rest of this lemma, see Lemma 3.8 [11].
Classically Darboux Theorem follows by iX tπΩ
(π)
t = −α(π) and by
∂tF
∗
tπΩ
(π)
t = F
∗
tπ(LX tπΩ
(π)
t + ∂tΩ
(π)
t ) = F
∗
tπ(diX tπΩ
(π)
t + dα
(π)) = 0 (3.19)
with LX the Lie derivative, whose definition is not needed here. Since this Ftπ
is not a differentiable flow on any given manifold1, (3.19) is formal. Still, Sect.
3.3 and Sect. 7 [11] (i.e. a regularization and a limit argument for Ftπ) yield:
Lemma 3.5 (Darboux Theorem). Consider (3.5) defined by the field X tπ and
consider indexes and notation of Lemma 3.4 (in particular M0 = 1 and i = 1;
n and M can be arbitrary). Consider s′,s and k as in 3.4. Then for F1π ∈
Cl({π : |π − p0| < ε1} × Us′ε1,k,Ps3) derived from (3.12), we have F∗1πΩ = Ω(π)
for all fixed π.
The symbols Ri,jk,m and Si,jk,m are preserved by the flows in Lemma 3.4:
Lemma 3.6. Assume Lemma 3.4. Consider the flow of system (3.14). Then
for S = Si,M0n−l−1,l and q, ̺ = Ri,M0+1n−(l+1),l
F
r
tπ(Π, ̺, r) = e
Jq(t,π,Π,̺,r)·♦(r + S(t, π,Π, ̺, r))
F
̺
tπ(Π, ̺, r) = ̺+ ̺(t, π,Π, ̺, r) with:
(3.20)
(1) Ftπ ∈ Cl((−2, 2) × U−k,P−h3 ) for U−k a neighborhood of (p0, p0, 0, 0) in
P−k3 = {(π,Π, ̺, r)}, k ∈ Z∩[0, n−(l+1)] and h ≥ max{k+l, (2l+1)−n};
(2) ∀ Ra,bh,l(π,Π, ̺, r) (resp. Sa,bh,l(π,Π, ̺, r)) and (h, k) as in (1) with h ≤ n−
l− 1, Ra,bh,l ◦Fsπ = Ra,bk,l (s, π,Π, ̺, r) (resp. Sa,bh,l ◦Fsπ = Sa,bk,l (s, π,Π, ̺, r)).
Proof. The proof is the same of that of Lemma 3.9 in [11].
4 Pullback of K0(pi, u)
We seek a coordinate system where u → K0(π, u) has a simple effective part.
We will then treat 2−1〈V u, u〉 as a perturbation. The first step is the following.
Lemma 4.1. Consider Fπ = Fπ1 ◦ · · · ◦ FπL with Fπj = Fj,t=1,π transformations
as of Lemma 3.4. Suppose that for j we have M0 = mj, with given numbers
1 ≤ m1 ≤ ... ≤ mL. Suppose also that all the j have the same pair n and M ,
which we assume sufficiently large. Let ij = 1 if mj = 1. Fix 0 < m
′ < M .
1For this reason (3.44) [4] is formal. Also (3.42) [4] is formal, see Remark 6.6 [11]. Notice
that the concise Remark 17 [4] is in [4] a surrogate for part of the proof of Darboux Theorem.
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(1) Let n > 2L(m′ + 1) + s′L > 4L(m
′ + 1) + s1, s1 ≥ 1. Then, for any ε > 0
there exists a δ > 0 such that Fπ ∈ Cm′({|π − p0| < ε0} × Us
′
L
δ,a,Us1ε,h) for
0 ≤ a ≤ h and 0 ≤ h < r − (m′ + 1) for a fixed ε0 > 0 small enough.
(2) Let n > 2L(m′+1))+h > 4L(m′+1)+ a, a ≥ 0. The above composition,
interpreting the Fπj ’s as maps in the (Π, ̺, r) variables as in Lemma 3.6,
yields also Fπ ∈ Cm′({U−a,P−h2 ) for U−a a sufficiently small neighborhood
of (p0, p0, 0, 0) in P−a3 = {(π, τ,Π, ̺, r)} and with P−h2 = {(τ,Π, ̺, r)}.
(3) ∃ a neighborhood U−a of (p0, p0, 0, 0) in P−a2 = {(π,Π, ̺, r)} and functions
Ri,ja,m′ ∈ Cm
′
(U−a,R) and Si,ja,m′ ∈ Cm
′
(U−a,Σa) s.t.
Π(r′) := Π(r) ◦ Fπ = Π(r) +Ri1,m1+1a,m′ (π,Π,Π(r), r),
p′ := p ◦ Fπ = p+Ri1,m1+1a,m′ (π,Π,Π(r), r),
Φp′ = Φp + S
i1,m1+1
a,m′ (π,Π,Π(r), r).
(4.1)
(4) If F (eJτ ·♦U) ≡ F (U) ∃ functions Si,jk,l = Si,jk,l(π,Π,Π(r), r) s.t.
F ◦ Fπ(U) = F
(
Φp + P (p)(r + S
i1,m1
b+1,m′) + S
i1,m1+1
b−1,m′
)
, b = n− 4L(m′ + 2).
Proof. The proof is almost the same of Lemma 4.1 [11].
The following lemma is partially proved inside Lemma 4.1 [11].
Lemma 4.2. Consider the setup of Lemma 4.1. In particular, let 0 < m′ <
M . Set a′L := n − 2Lm′ . Consider the coordinates decomposition Fπ =
(Fπτ ,F
π
Π,F
π
̺ ,F
π
r ). Then, we have
Fπr (π,Π, ̺, r) = e
Jq(π,Π,̺,r)·♦(r + Si1,m1a′L,m′
(π,Π, ̺, r)) ,
q(π,Π, ̺, r) = R0,m1+1a′L,m′ (π,Π, ̺, r) ,
Fπτ (π,Π, ̺, r) − τ = R0,m1+1a′L,m′ (π,Π, ̺, r).
(4.2)
Proof. Here Fπ = Fπ1 ◦ · · · ◦ FπL. Lemma 4.2 follows by Lemma 3.4 when L = 1.
By induction let us suppose that Lemma 4.2 is true for F′ := Fπ1 ◦ · · · ◦ FπL−1
with a′L−1. Then, omitting the arguments (π,Π, ̺, r), we have
Fπr = e
J(q′◦FπL)·♦
(
eJqL·♦(r + SiL,mLn−(m′+1),m′) + S
i1,m1
a′L−1,m
′ ◦ FπL
)
= eJ(q
′◦FπL+qL)·♦
(
r + SiL,mLn−(m′+1),m′) + e
−JqL·♦S
i1,m1
a′
L−1−m
′,m′
)
,
where Si1,m1a′
L−1,m
′ ◦ FπL = Si1,m1a′
L−1−m
′,m′ by the last claim in Lemma 3.6. Since
e−JqL·♦Si1,m1a′
L−1−m
′,m′ = S
i1,m1
a′
L−1−2m
′,m′ we conclude the first equality in (4.2) for
q := q′ ◦FL+ qL. We have qL = R0,mL+1n−(m′+1),m′ by (3.9). We have by Lemma 3.6
q′ ◦ FπL = R0,m1+1a′
L−1,m
′ ◦ FπL = R0,m1+1a′
L−1−m
′,m′
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and the latter is an R0,m1+1a′L,m′ . Similarly, by induction and Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6
we have the following, which completes the proof:
Fπτ := τ ◦ Fπ = (τ +R0,m1+1a′
L−1,m
′) ◦ FπL = τ +R0,mL+1n−m′−1,m′ +R0,m1+1a′
L−1−m
′,m′︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
0,m1+1
a′
L
,m′
.
The following lemma is a slight generalization of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 [11]
(it reduces to these lemmas for Π = π = p0) and can be proved similarly.
Lemma 4.3. Consider a transformation F = Fπ1 ◦· · ·◦FπL like in Lemma 4.1 and
with m1 = 1, with same notations, hypotheses and conclusions. In particular
we suppose n and M sufficiently large that the conclusions of Lemma 4.1 hold
for preassigned sufficiently large s = s′L, k
′ = a and m′. Then there are a k as
large as we want but k ≪ k′, an m as large as we want but m ≪ m′ and an
ε > 0 sufficiently small, such that in {|π−p0| < ε}×Usε,k we have the expansion
K0 ◦ F = ψ(π,Π,Π(P (π)r)) + 2−1Ω(LπP (π)r, P (π)r) +R1,2k,m +EP (r) +R′,
R
′′ =
4∑
j=2
〈Bj(π,Π, r,Π(P (π)r)), rj 〉+
∫
R3
B5(x, π,Π, r, r(x),Π(P (π)r))r
5 (x)dx
with:
• for d(p) as in (2.8), ψ(π,Π,Π(P (π)r)) is defined by
ψ(π,Π,Π(P (π)r)) = d(Π −Π(P (π)r)) − d(π)
+ (λ(Π −Π(P (π)r)) − λ(π)) · π; (4.3)
• R1,2k,m = R1,2k,m(π,Π,Π(r), r);
• rj(x) represent j−products of components of r;
• Bj(π,Π, r, ̺) ∈ Cm(U−k,Σk(R3, B((R2)⊗d,R))) for 2 ≤ d ≤ 4 with U−k ⊂
P−k3 a neighborhood of (p0, p0, 0, 0);
• we have B2(π, π, 0, 0) = 0;
• for all 2 ζ ∈ R2 and (π,Π, ̺, r) ∈ U−k we have for i ≤ m and for fixed
constants Ci,L
‖∇iπ,Π,r,ζ,̺B5(π,Π, r, ζ, ̺)‖Σk(R3,B((R2)⊗5,R) ≤ Ci,L. (4.4)
2 By an oversight, in the statement of Lemma 4.3 [11] it is required also |ζ| ≤ ε for some
small ε > 0, but in fact the proof of Lemma 4.3 [11] shows that this constraint is unnecessary.
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5 Spectral coordinates associated to Hπ
We now consider the complexification of L2(R3,R2) and think of Lp, defined
in (2.9), and J as operators in L2(R3,C2). We consider the bilinear map 〈·, ·〉
defined in L2(R3,R2) by formula (2.1) and its natural extension as bilinear form
defined in L2(R3,C2). We similarly extend Ω(·, ·) = 〈J−1·, ·〉. We denote the
extension by the same notation. We set
Hp := iLp with Hω := Hp when v(p) = 0 and ω(p) = ω. (5.1)
By (2.11) we have
Hp = e− 12Jv(p)·xHω(p)e
1
2Jv(p)·x (5.2)
In the course of the proof π is a parameter that is later set to be equal to
π = π(t) = Π(t). Since Π(0) = p0 and Π4(t) = Q(u(t)) = Π4(0) for all t, in
the notation of (2.7) and of (2.19) we have ω(Π(t)) = ω0. By (5.2) we have
Hπ = e− 12Jv(π)·xHω0e
1
2Jv(π)·x for all π = π(t) so that in particular the spectrum
is constant in t with σ(Hπ) = σ(Hω0). For Hω0 we assume the hypotheses (H7)–
(H10) in Sect. 1.1. We have
Hω = iJ(−∆+ ω) + iJ
(
β(φ2ω) + 2β
′(φ2ω)φ
2
ω 0
0 β(φ2ω)
)
. (5.3)
We can see the σe(Hω) = (−∞,−ω] ∪ [ω,∞) by the following:
M−1HωM = Kω, (5.4)
Kω := σ3(−∆+ ω) +
(
β(φ2ω) + β
′(φ2ω)φ
2
ω β
′(φ2ω)φ
2
ω
−β′(φ2ω)φ2ω −β(φ2ω)− β′(φ2ω)φ2ω
)
M :=
(
1 1
−i i
)
, M−1 =
1
2
(
1 i
1 −i
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
Notice that we haveMT = 2M
−1
, withMT the transpose ofM andM obtained
taking complex conjugation of the entries of M . We will later use the equality
M−1JM = −M−1JM =M−1J−1M = −iσ3. (5.5)
Set e = (e1, ..., en) with ej := ej(ω0) for the ej(ω) in (H7) Sect. 1.1. (5.6)
We state without proof the following elementary well known lemma.
Lemma 5.1. φω0(x) > 0 ∀ x and (H4)–(H7) yield the spectral decomposition
N⊥g (H∗π) =
(⊕µ∈σp\{0} ker(Hπ − µ))⊕ L2c(π) (5.7)
L2c(π) :=
{
Ng(H∗π)⊕
(⊕µ∈σp\{0} ker(H∗π − µ))}⊥ ,
where orthogonality is with respect to the bilinear form 〈·, ·〉 in L2(R3,C2).
Notice that the N⊥g (H∗p) in (5.7) equals N⊥g (L∗p)⊗RC for the N⊥g (L∗p) in (2.13).
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Lemma 5.2. It is possible to choose eigenfunctions ξ
(π)
j ∈ ker(Hπ− ej) so that
Ω(ξ
(π)
j , ξ
(π)
k ) = 0 for j 6= k and Ω(ξ(π)j , ξ
(π)
j ) = isj with sj ∈ {1,−1}. We have
Ω(ξ
(π)
j , ξ
(π)
k ) = 0 for all j and k. We have Ω(ξ
(π)
j , F ) = Ω(ξ
(π)
j , F ) = 0 for any
ξ
(π)
j and any F ∈ L2c(π). Furthermore, we have sj = 1 for all j.
Proof. Everything is elementary and, except for the last sentence, is proved
in Lemma 5.2 [11]. Hypotheses (H5) and (H6), Lemma 4.3 and formula (5.12)
below, imply that sj = 1 for all j. Notice that by (2.11) it is sufficient to consider
the case v(π) = 0 getting functions ξj , and then set ξ
(π)
j = e
− 12Jv(π)·xξj .
For any r ∈ N⊥g (H∗p0) with r = r we consider z ∈ Cn and f ∈ L2c(p0) s. t.
P (π)r =
n∑
j=1
zjξ
(π)
j +
n∑
j=1
zjξ
(π)
j + Pc(π)f, (5.8)
where Pc(π) is the projection on L
2
c(π) associated to (5.7). Set
Pd(π) := 1− Pc(π). (5.9)
We write also for ℓ = c, d
Pℓ(ω) = Pℓ(p) if ω = ω(p) and v(p) = 0, (5.10)
with an abuse of notation. The following equality holds true:
eJ
v(p)·x
2 Pc(p)e
−J v(p)·x2 = Pc(ω(p)). (5.11)
We have f = f . By the first part of Lemma 5.2 we have
1
2
Ω(LπP (π)r, P (π)r) = − i
2
Ω(HπP (π)r, P (π)r)
=
n∑
j=1
sjej |zj |2 − i
2
Ω(HπPc(π)f, Pc(π)f) =: H2(π, z, f).
(5.12)
Notice that Ω(−iHπPc(π)f, Pc(π)f) > c‖f‖2H1 for a c > 0 by Theorem 2.11
[17]. So the condition sj = 1 for all j is related to the fact that, as shown
in [20, 21, 47], under Hypotheses (H5)–(H6) the ground states Φp are local
minimizers of the functional E0 under the constraint Π = p.
The Fre´chet derivatives of the functions r and f are mutually related by
Pc(π)dr =
∑
1≤j≤n
(dzjξj + dzjξj) + Pc(π)df.
In these coordinates we have
Ω(π) =
∑
1≤j≤4
dτj ∧ dΠj +Ω(Pc(π)dr, Pc(π)dr)
=
∑
1≤j≤4
dτj ∧ dΠj + i
∑
1≤j≤n
dzj ∧ dzj +Ω(Pc(π)df, Pc(π)df).
(5.13)
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For a function F and a fixed π the Hamiltonian field of F w.r.t. Ω(π) is
XπF =
∑
1≤j≤4
((XπF )Πj
∂
∂Πj
+ (XπF )τj
∂
∂τj
)
+
∑
1≤j≤n
((XπF )zjξj(x) + (X
π
F )zjξj(x)) + Pc(π)(X
π
F )f , (X
π
F )f ∈ L2c(p0),
where ξj =
∂
∂zj
and ξj =
∂
∂zj
. By i
X
(π)
F
Ω(π) = dF and by
dF = ∂ΠjFdΠj + ∂τjFdτj + ∂zjFdzj + ∂zjFdzj + 〈∇fF, df 〉
i
X
(π)
F
Ω(π) = (XπF )τjdΠj − (XπF )Πjdτj + i(XπF )zjdzj
− i(XπF )zjdzj + 〈J−1Pc(π)(XπF )f , Pc(π)df 〉,
we get
(XπF )τj = ∂ΠjF , (X
π
F )Πj = −∂τjF , (XπF )zj = −i∂zjF , (XtF )zj = i∂zjF
and by P ∗c (p0)P
∗
c (π)J
−1Pc(π)(X
π
F )f = ∇fF and P ∗c (p)J−1 = J−1Pc(p) we get
(XπF )f = (Pc(p0)Pc(π)Pc(p0))
−1J∇fF.
This implies that the Poisson bracket w.r.t. Ω(π) can be expressed as
{F,G}(π) := dF (XπG) = ∂τjF∂ΠjG− ∂ΠjF∂τjG
− i∂zjF∂zjG+ i∂zjF∂zjG+ 〈∇fF, (Pc(p0)Pc(π)Pc(p0))−1J∇fG〉.
(5.14)
We have the following result, which, apart from Claim (3) follows from Lemma
3.4 (Claim (3) follows from Sect. 3.3 [11], see Lemma 5.3 [11]).
Lemma 5.3. For i ∈ {0, 1} fixed and n,M ∈ N sufficiently large let
χ =
∑
|µ+ν|=M0+1
bµν(π,Π,Π(f))z
µzν + i
∑
|µ+ν|=M0
zµzν〈JBµν(π,Π,Π(f)), f〉
with bµν(π,Π, ̺) = Ri,0n,M (π,Π, ̺) and Bµν(π,Π, ̺) = Si,0n,M (π,Π, ̺) and with
bµν = bνµ , Bµν = −Bνµ, (5.15)
(so that χ is real valued for f = f). Then we have what follows.
(1) Consider the vectorfield Xπχ defined with respect to Ω
(π). Then, summing
on repeated indexes (with the equalities defining the field Xclχ ), we have:
(Xπχ)zj = −i∂zjχ =: (Xπclχ )zj , (Xπχ )zj = i∂zjχ =: (Xπclχ )zj ,
(Xπχ)f = (Pc(p0)Pc(π)Pc(p0))
−1∂Πj(f)χP
∗
c (π)J♦jf + (X
πcl
χ )f
where (Xπclχ )f := (Pc(p0)Pc(π)Pc(p0))
−1zµzνBµν(π,Π,Π(f)).
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(2) For φt,π the flow of Xπχ , see Lemma 3.4, and (z
t, f t) = (z, f) ◦ φt,π,
zt = z + Z(t, π,Π,Π(f), z, f) ,
f t = eJq(t,π,Π,Π(f),z,f)·♦(f + S(t, π,Π,Π(f), z, f))
(5.16)
where, for a preassigned pair (k,m) and sufficiently small neighborhoods
of 0, BΣ−k in Σ−k ∩ Xc(π) and BCn (resp.BR4) in Cn (resp.R4) and for
(π,Π, ̺, z, f) ∈ A := (BR4 + p0)2 ×BR4 ×BCn ×BΣ−k , we have
S ∈ Cm((−2, 2)×A , q ∈ Cm((−2, 2)×A,R4) ,
Z ∈ Cm((−2, 2)×A,Cn) (5.17)
with for fixed C
|q(t, π,Π, ̺, z, f)| ≤ C(|z|+ ‖f‖Σ−k)M0+1
|Z(t, π,Π, ̺, z, f)|+ ‖S(t, π,Π, ̺, z, f)‖Σk ≤ C(|z|+ ‖f‖Σ−k)M0 .
(5.18)
We have S(t, π,Π, ̺, z, f) = S1(t, π,Π, ̺, z, f) + S2(t, π,Π, ̺, z, f) with
S1(t, π,Π, ̺, z, f) =
∫ s
0
(Xπstχ )f ◦ φt
′,πdt′, ‖S2(t, π,Π, ̺, z, f)‖Σk ≤
≤ C(|z|+ ‖f‖Σ−k)2M0+1(|z|+ ‖f‖Σ−k + |̺|+ |π −Π|)i. (5.19)
(3) For s, s′, k as in Lemma 3.4, φt,π ∈ Cl(Us′ε1,k,Ps1) satisfies φt,π∗Ω(π) = Ω(π)
in C∞(Us′ε2,k, B(Ps
′
1 ⊗ Ps
′
1 ,R)) for ε2 > 0 sufficiently small.
Lemma 4.3 expressed in terms of the splitting (5.8) yields the following
result. The proof is the same of that of Lemma 5.4 [11].
Lemma 5.4. Consider F = Fπ1 ◦ · · · ◦ FπL like in Lemma 4.1, with m1 = 2
and for fixed n and M sufficiently large. Let (k,m) be a fixed pair. Consider
decomposition (5.8). Then on a domain Usε,k like (3.6) and for |π − p0| < ε
K0 ◦ F = ψ(π,Π,Π(f)) +H ′2 +R (5.20)
where ψ(π,Π, ̺) is Cm with ψ defined by (4.3) and with what follows.
(1) We have
H ′2 =
∑
|µ+ν|=2
e·(µ−ν)=0
gµν(π,Π,Π(f))z
µzν − i
2
〈J−1HπPc(π)f, Pc(π)f〉. (5.21)
(2) We have R =
∑4
j=−1Rj +R1,2k,m(π,Π,Π(f), f), with for ̺ = Π(f):
R−1 =
∑
|µ+ν|=2
e·(µ−ν) 6=0
gµν(π,Π, ̺)z
µzν + i
∑
|µ+ν|=1
zµzν〈JGµν(π,Π, ̺)), f〉;
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For N as in (H7) and for ̺ = Π(f),
R0 =
2N+1∑
|µ+ν|=3
zµzνgµν(π,Π, ̺); R1 = i
2N∑
|µ+ν|=2
zµzν〈JGµν (π,Π, ̺), f〉;
R2 = 〈B2(π,Π, ̺), f2〉 with B2(π, π, 0) = 0
where fd(x) represents schematically d−products of components of f ;
R3 =
∑
|µ+ν|=
=2N+2
zµzνgµν(π,Π, z, f, ̺) +
∑
|µ+ν|=
=2N+1
zµzν〈JGµν(π,Π, z, f, ̺), f〉;
R4 =
4∑
d=2
〈Bd(π,Π, z, f, ̺), fd〉+
∫
R3
B5(x, π,Π, z, f, f(x), ̺)f
5(x)dx
+ R̂2(z, π,Π, f, ̺) + EP (f) with B2(0, 0, ̺) = 0.
(3) For δj := (δ1j , ..., δmj),
gµν(π, π, 0) = 0 for |µ+ ν| = 2 with (µ, ν) 6= (δj , δj) for all j,
gδjδj (π, π, 0) = ej(ω(π)), Gµν(π, π, 0) = 0 for |µ+ ν| = 1 .
(5.22)
The gµν(π,Π, ̺) and Gµν(π,Π, ̺) are C
m in (π,Π, ̺) with Gµν(π,Π, ̺) ∈
Cm(V,Σk(R
3,C2N)), for a small neighborhood V of (p0, p0, 0) in R
12 and
they satisfy symmetries analogous to (5.15).
(4) We have gµν(π,Π, z, ̺), gµν(π,Π, z, f, ̺) ∈ Cm(U,C) for a small neighbor-
hood U of (p0, p0, 0, 0, 0) in R
12 × Cn × (Σ−k ∩Xc(π)) = {(π,Π, ̺, z, f)}.
(5) Gµν(·, π,Π, z, ̺),∈ Cm(U,Σk(R3,C2))).
(6) Bd(·, π,Π, z, f, ̺) ∈ Cm(U,Σk(R3, B((C2)⊗d,R))), for 2 ≤ d ≤ 4. We
have also B2(π,Π, ̺) ∈ Cm(U,Σk(R3, B((C2)⊗2,R))).
(7) Let ζ ∈ C2. Then for B5(·, π,Π, z, f, ζ, ̺) we have for fixed constants Cl
(the derivatives are not in the holomorphic sense)
for |l| ≤ m , ‖∇lz,f,ζ,̺B5(π,Π, z, f, ζ, ̺)‖Σk(R3,B((R2)⊗5,R) ≤ Cl.
(8) We have R̂2 ∈ Cm(U,C) and
|R̂2(π,Π, z, f, ̺)| ≤ C(|Π − π|+ |z|+ ‖f‖Σ−k)‖f‖2Σ−k .
Definition 5.5 (Normal Forms). A function Z(z, f, ̺, π,Π) is in normal form
if Z = Z0 + Z1 where Z0 and Z1 are finite sums of the following type:
Z1 = i
∑
e·(µ−ν)∈σe(Hp0)
zµzν〈JGµν(π,Π, ̺), f〉 (5.23)
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with Gµν(·, π,Π, ̺) ∈ Cm(U˜ ,Σk(R3,C2)) for fixed k,m ∈ N, with U˜ = {p : |p−
p0| < a}2 × U and U ⊆ R4 a neighborhood of 0;
Z0 =
∑
e·(µ−ν)=0
gµν(π,Π, ̺)z
µzν (5.24)
and gµν ∈ Cm(U˜ ,C). For e see (5.6). We assume furthermore that the above
coefficients satisfy the symmetries in (5.15): that is gµν = gνµ and Gµν = −Gνµ.
Remark 5.6. Notice that it is easy to see that there exists an δ0 > 0 such that
for |π − p0| < δ0 the formula ω(π) · (µ − ν) ∈ σe(Hπ) for |µ + ν| ≤ 2N + 2 is
independent of π. Similarly independent of π is the equality e(ω(π))·(µ−ν) = 0
for |µ+ν| ≤ 2N+2. To see this pick l1 = 1 < l2 < ... < lk ≤ n and lk+1 = n+1
so that ej(ω) = ei(ω) if and only if j, i ∈ [la, la+1) for some a. Notice that by
Hypothesis (H7) the lj do not depend on ω. Now we have
e(ω) · (µ− ν) =
k∑
ℓ=1
µ̂ℓelℓ(ω) = 0 with µ̂ℓ :=
∑
lℓ≤j<lℓ+1
(µj − νj).
By Hypothesis (H9) we conclude that µ̂ℓ = 0 for all ℓ. But this is a condition
which does not depend on ω.
In view of Remark 5.6, Lemma 5.7 below is almost the same of Theorem 6.4
[11] except for the two points discussed at the beginning of Sect. 3: the fact
that the expansion is for all π near p0 rather than just for one such π; the fact
that we are not restricting Π to Π = π. With minor adjustments, in view also
of the fact that Π is invariant by our coordinate changes, the proof of Lemma
5.7, which we only sketch, is almost the same of the proof of Theorem 6.4 [11].
Lemma 5.7. For any integer 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2N1 + 1 we have transformations F(ℓ) =
F1◦φ2◦ ...◦φℓ, with F1 the transformation in Lemma 3.5 the φj ’s like in Lemma
5.3, such that the conclusions of Lemma 5.4 hold but with R
(ℓ)
−1 = 0. We have
the following expansion with H
(ℓ)
2 of the form (5.21)
K0 ◦ F(ℓ) = ψ(π,Π,Π(f)) +H(ℓ)2 +R1,2k,m(π,Π,Π(f), f) +
4∑
j=0
R
(ℓ)
j with:
(i) all the nonzero terms in R
(ℓ)
0 with |µ+ ν| ≤ ℓ are in normal form, that is
e · (µ− ν) = 0;
(ii) all the nonzero terms in R
(ℓ)
1 with |µ+ν| ≤ ℓ−1 are in normal form, that
is e · (µ− ν) ∈ σe(Hω0).
Proof. (Sketch). The proof consists of one part where the statement is assumed
for ℓ > 1 and then proved for ℓ + 1 and another part where the statement is
proved for ℓ = 2. Here we will briefly sketch the proof of the first.
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We assume that H(ℓ) := K0 ◦F(ℓ) for an ℓ > 1 has the desired properties for
indexes (k′,m′) (instead of (k,m)) arbitrarily large. We consider the represen-
tation (5.20) for H(ℓ) and we set h = H(ℓ)(π,Π, z, f, ̺) replacing Π(f) with ̺
in (5.20). We have equalities
gµν(π,Π, ̺) =
1
µ!ν!
∂µz ∂
ν
zh|(z,f,̺)=(0,0,̺) , |µ+ ν| ≤ 2N + 1, (5.25)
iJGµν(π,Π, ̺) =
1
µ!ν!
∂µz ∂
ν
z∇fh|(z,f,̺)=(0,0,̺) , |µ+ ν| ≤ 2N (5.26)
where we are using that h is C2N+2 near (p0, p0, 0, 0) in Ps03 = {(π,Π, ̺, r)} for
m′ ≥ 2N +2 for s0 > 2 by Lemma 5.4. In particular, Lemma 5.7 is a statement
on the fact that some of the derivatives in (5.25)–(5.26) are 0.
We consider now a yet unknown χ as in (5.3) with M0 = ℓ, i = 0, M = m
′
and r = k′. Set φ := φ1, φt the flow of Lemma 5.3. We are seeking χ such that
H(ℓ) ◦ φ satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 5.7 for ℓ+ 1. Like in [11] we have
H
(ℓ)
2 ◦ φ = H(ℓ)2 +
∫ 1
0
{H(ℓ)2 , χ}πcl ◦ φtdt+R0,ℓ+2k˜,m′ (π,Π,Π(f), r) (5.27)
with k˜ = k′ − 2m′ − 1 and with {H(ℓ)2 , χ}πcl = {H(ℓ)2 , χ}(π)|Π(f)=̺ for ̺ treated
like a constant. Furthermore, for ℓ > 1 like in [11] we have
H
(ℓ)
2 ◦ φ = H(ℓ)2 + {H(ℓ)2 , χ}πcl +R0,ℓ+2k˜,m′ (π,Π,Π(f), r). (5.28)
Set e
(ℓ)
j (π,Π, ̺) = gδj ,δj (π,Π, ̺) and e
(ℓ) = (e
(ℓ)
1 , ..., e
(ℓ)
n ). Then for ̺ = Π(f)
{H(ℓ)2 , χ}πcl = i
∑
|µ+ν|=ℓ+1
e(ℓ)(π,Π, ̺) · (µ− ν)zµzνbµν(π,Π, ̺)
+
∑
|µ+ν|=ℓ
zµzν〈(e(ℓ)(π,Π, ̺) · (µ− ν)−Hπ)J−1Bµν(π,Π, ̺), Pc(π)f〉+K
with K = K(π,Π, ̺, b(π,Π, ̺), B(π,Π, ̺)) a special case of a function like
K :=
∑
|µ+ν|=ℓ+1
kµν
(
π,Π, ̺, b(π,Π, ̺), B(π,Π, ̺)
)
zµzν
+
1∑
i=0
4∑
j=1
∑
|µ+ν|=ℓ
zµzν〈J−1♦ijKijµν
(
π,Π, ̺, b(π,Π, ̺), B(π,Π, ̺)
)
, f〉,
(5.29)
with K(p0, p0, 0, b, B) ≡ 0 and dependent linearly on (b, B) with bµν ∈ C, Bµν ∈
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Σk′ and kµν ∈ C, Kijµν ∈ Σk′ . In fact our K is
K =
∑
|µ+ν|=ℓ
zµzν〈[1− (Pc(p0)Pc(π)Pc(p0))−1]Bµν(π,Π, ̺), J−1HπPc(π)f〉
+
∑
|µ+ν|=ℓ
zµzνe(ℓ)(π,Π, ̺) · (µ− ν)〈J−1Bµν(π,Π, ̺), Pd(π)f〉+ (5.30)
∑
|µ+ν|=2
(µ,ν) 6=(δj ,δj) ∀ j
a(ℓ)µν (π,Π, ̺)
[ ∑
|µ′+ν′|=ℓ+1
{zµzν , zµ′zν′}(π)bµ′ν′(π,Π, ̺)
− i
∑
|µ′+ν′|=ℓ
{zµzν , zµ′zν′}(π)〈J−1Bµ′ν′(π,Π, ̺), f〉
]
.
By the argument in Theorem 6.4 [11], the monomials of degree ℓ + 1 in the
expansion of H
(ℓ)
2 ◦ φ of degree ≤ 1 in f are of the form
{H(ℓ)2 , χ}πcl + G +K (5.31)
with K like in (5.29) and with
G(π,Π, ̺) :=
∑
|µ+ν|=ℓ+1
gµν(π,Π, ̺)z
µzν + i
∑
|µ+ν|=ℓ
zµzν〈JGµν(π,Π, ̺), f〉
the monomials of degree ℓ + 1 in the expansion of H(ℓ). Beyond (5.30), the
K in (5.31) contains contributions from the pullback of ψ(π,Π,Π(f)), R2 and
R1,2k,m(π,Π,Π(f), f). See [11] for the details.
By gathering in a polynomial Zℓ+1 the monomials in normal form in (5.31),
we obtain that (5.31)= Zℓ+1 by picking (b, B) such that
e(ℓ) · (µ− ν)bµν(π,Π, ̺) + aµν(π,Π, ̺) + kµν = 0
Bµν(π,Π, ̺) = (5.32)
(Pc(π)Pc(p0))
−1RHπ (e
(ℓ) · (µ− ν))(Pc(p0)Pc(π))−1 [Gµν(π,Π, ̺) +Kµν ]
with the first (resp. second) line for all pairs (µ, ν) with |µ|+ |ν| = ℓ+ 1 (resp.
|µ|+ |ν| = ℓ) not in normal form. We observed already in Remark 5.6 that these
indexes do not depend on π. (5.32) is a linear system in (b(π,Π, ̺), B(π,Π, ̺))
and is a small perturbation of the case with (k,K) = 0 when (π,Π, ̺) is close
to (p0, p0, 0). The discussion for ℓ = 1 is similar, except now the K in (5.31) is
like in (5.29) but with nonlinear dependence on the (b(π,Π, ̺), B(π,Π, ̺)) and
defined for (b, B) small. However, since G(π,Π, ̺) = 0 for (π,Π, ̺) = (p0, p0, 0),
(5.32) can be solved by implicit function theorem. For the details see [11].
We will write H(π) = K0 ◦ F(ℓ) for ℓ = 2N1 + 1 and we will set
H(π) = ψ(π,Π,Π(f)) +H ′2 + Z0 + Z1 +R (5.33)
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with H ′2 like (5.21), Z0 like (5.24), Z1 like (5.23) and
R =
4∑
j=2
Rj +R1,2k,m(π,Π,Π(f), f). (5.34)
6 Differentiations
For a function F (π, u) and {·, ·}(π) the Poisson bracket w.r.t. Ω(π) (see (5.14))
d
dt
F (π, u) = ∂πF (π, u)π˙ + {F (π, u),E(u)}
= ∂πF (π, u)π˙ + {F (π, u(π, τ,Π, z, f)),E(u(π, τ,Π, z, f))}(π),
(6.1)
In the sequel we denote by (τ ′,Π′, r′) initial and by (τ,Π, r) final coordinates.
6.1 Differentiation in pi
The coordinates depend on the parameter π. Specifically we have functions
τ ′(u), Π′(u), and r′(π, u). In particular, by Lemma 2.3 we have r′(π, u) ∈
Cj(DR4(p0, a) ×DHl(Ψp0 , a), H l−j) for j = 0, 1 and l = 0, 1, with a > 0 small
and DX(u0, a) the open disk of center u0 and radius a in X . The coordinate
changes have not affected the variable Π so that Π(u) = Π′(u).
In the remainder of the paper we will drop indexes (k,m) and we will write
Ri,j = Ri,jk,m and Si,j = Si,jk,m assuming k and m large at will, (6.2)
abusing notation. This can be done. Indeed while pull back and other operations
decrease the values of (a, b) of Ri,ja,b and Si,ja,b, by taking the initial (a, b)’s large
enough and by the control on their decrease by Lemmas 3.6–4.2 , we can always
assume that after all the various operations, the symbols are of the type in (6.2).
Lemma 6.1. The final functions (τ, r) have the following dependence on (π, u).
Set ̺ = Π(r). Then ∃ a > 0 such that for DR4(p0, a) (resp. DH1(Φp0 , a)) the
open disk in R4 (resp. H1) of center p0 (resp. Φp0) and radius a, and for
V = ∪τ∈R4eJτ ·♦DH1(Φp0 , a) = ∪τ∈R4DH1(eJτ ·♦Φp0 , a), we have:
(1) τ(π, u), ̺(π, u) ∈ C1(DR4(p0, a)× V ,R4);
(2) r(π, u) ∈ Ci(DR4(p0, a)× V , H1−i) for i = 0, 1.
(3) ∂πτ(π, u)|u=u(π,τ,Π,r) = R0,2 and ∂π̺(π, u)|u=u(π,τ,Π,r) = R0,2;
(4) ∂πr(π, u)|u=u(π,τ,Π,r) = JR0,2 · ♦r + S0,1.
Proof. Set ̺′ = Π(r′). We know that
τ = τ ′ +R0,2(π,Π′, ̺′, r′) , Π = Π′
̺ = ̺′ +R0,2(π,Π′, ̺′, r′) ,
r = eJR
0,2(π,Π′,̺′,r′)·♦r′ + S1,1(π,Π′, ̺′, r′)).
(6.3)
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Notice that varying Π′ near p0 in R
4 and r′ near 0 in N⊥g (Hp0) ∩ H1 and for
τ ′ ∈ R3 × S1, if we define p′ = p′(π,Π, r) using (2.24), then u = u(p′, τ ′, r′),
defined using (2.21), spans a set like V .
Substituting τ ′ = τ ′(u), Π′ = Π′(u), ̺′ = ̺′(π, u), and r′ = r′(π, u) in (6.3),
we obtain functionals τ = τ(π, u), Π = Π′(u), ̺ = ̺(π, u), and r = r(π, u). By
Lemma 2.3 we can apply the Chain Rule, which yields Claims (1) and (2).
By (2.23) we have ∂πr
′(u, π) ∼ (∂πP (π))r′ and so ∂πr′(u, π) = S0,1 by (4.2).
This yields also ∂π̺
′(u, π) = R0,2. By the Chain Rule we get
∂π[R0,2(π,Π′, ̺′, r′)] = ∂πR0,2︸ ︷︷ ︸
R0,2
+ ∂̺′R0,2 · ∂π̺′︸ ︷︷ ︸
R0,2·R0,2
+∂r′R0,2 · ∂πr′ = R0,2,
(6.4)
since ∂r′R0,2 has values in B(Σ−k,R) and ‖∂r′R0,2‖B(Σ−k,R) ≤ C‖r‖Σ−k , for
some large k. This yields Claim (3). Similarly
∂π[S
1,1(π,Π′, ̺′, r′)] = ∂πS
1,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
S0,1
+ ∂̺′S
1,1 · ∂π̺′︸ ︷︷ ︸
S0,1·R0,2
+∂r′S
1,1 · ∂πr′ = S0,1,
(6.5)
because ∂r′S
1,1 has values in B(Σ−k,Σk) for a large k and ‖∂r′S1,1‖B(Σ−k,Σk) ≤
C(|π −Π|+ |̺|+ ‖r‖Σ−k). This yields Claim (4).
Rather than r ∈ N⊥g (H∗p0) we use (z, f) ∈ Cn×L2c(p0), related to r by (5.8).
Lemma 6.2. The functions (z, f) have the following dependence on (π, u).
(1) We have z(π, u) ∈ C1(DR4(p0, a)×DH1(Ψp0 , a),R4).
(2) We have f(π, u) ∈ Ci(DR4(p0, a)×DH1(Ψp0 , a), H1−i) for i = 0, 1.
(3) We have ∂πz(π, u)|u=u(π,τ,Π,r) = R0,1.
(4) Consider the function ∂πf(π, u) after expressing u in terms of (π, τ,Π, r).
Then ∂πf = JR0,2 · ♦f + S0,1.
Proof. (1) follows from zj = Ω(P (π)r, ξ
(π)
j ), Lemmas 5.2 and 6.1, (2.17)–(2.18)
and (5.8). Then Pc(π)f satisfies the conclusions of (2). By (5.9), Lemma 5.2 and
by (2.17) Pd(p) ∈ C∞(P , B(S ′,S)). Then by f = (1+Pd(p0)−Pd(π))−1Pc(π)f
we get (2). Differentiating (5.8) in π we have
(∂πP (π))r + P (π)∂πr = (∂πz)ξ
(π) + z∂πξ
(π) + c.c. + Pc(π)∂πf + (∂πPc(π))f
with c.c. the complex conjugate of the first two terms in the rhs. So, by Claim
(4) in Lemma 6.1, we have the following, which yields Claims (3)–(4)
ξ(π)∂πz + ξ
(π)
∂πz + Pc(π)∂πf = P (π)JR0,2 · ♦r + S0,1 = JR0,2 · ♦f + S0,1.
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6.2 Differentiation in (Π, z, f)
Lemma 6.3. Consider the last system of coordinates. Then we have
∂zjr = (P (π)P (p0))
−1ξ
(π)
j , ∂zjr = (P (π)P (p0))
−1ξ
(π)
j ,
∂fr = (P (π)P (p0))
−1Pc(π)Pc(p0)
(6.6)
For p = Π−Π(P (p)r), we have
∂zjp = R0,1 , ∂zjp = R0,1 , ∂Πkpj = δjk +R0,2 , ∇fpj = S0,1 − ♦jf. (6.7)
Proof. (6.6) follows immediately from P (π)r = z · ξ(π) + z · ξ(π) + Pc(π)f , that
is from (5.8). (6.7) follows easily from p = Π−Π(P (p)r).
Lemma 6.4. Consider the first system of coordinates (τ ′,Π, r′). Then
∇z,zτ ′ = R0,1 , ∂Πτ ′ = R0,2 , ∇fτ ′ = S0,1. (6.8)
p′ = Π−Π(P (p′)r′) satisfies analogous formulas as p in (6.7). Finally, we have
∂z,zr
′ = eJR
0,2·♦
(
∂z,zr + J∂z,zR0,2 · ♦r
)
+ S1,0
∂Πr
′ = eJR
0,2·♦J∂ΠR0,2 · ♦r + S1,1 (6.9)
∂fr
′ = eJR
0,2·♦Pc(p0) + ג+ e
JR0,2·♦J∂fR0,2 · ♦r + S1,1∂fR0,2,
with ג ∈ Cm(U , B(Σ−k,Σk)), with U a neighborhood of (p0, p0, 0, 0) in P−k3 =
(π,Π, ̺, r), where m and k are fixed large numbers.
Proof. (6.8) follows from τ ′ = τ + R0,2. Notice that this follows from Lemma
3.4 and from the fact that the R0,2 are preserved by changes of variables as of
Lemma 3.6. The claim for p′ follows from p′ = p+R1,2.
Differentiating r′ = eJR
0,2·♦(r + S1,1) we obtain (6.9). In particular we have
∂fr
′ = eJR
0,2·♦
(
∂fr + ∂fS
1,1 + J∂fR0,2 · ♦(r + S1,1)
)
. (6.10)
Notice that we have eJR
0,2·♦J♦S1,1 = S1,1. By (6.6) we have
∂fr = (P (π)P (p0))
−1P (π)Pc(p0)− (P (π)P (p0))−1(Pd(π)− PNg (π))Pc(p0)
= Pc(p0)− (P (π)P (p0))−1(Pd(π)− PNg (π))Pc(p0) = Pc(p0) + ג1.
We can set ג := ג1 + e
JR0,2·♦∂fS
1,1.
The first two formulas in (6.9) are obtained proceeding similarly.
We have the following result after setting
V2(t) = γV (·+ vt+D′). (6.11)
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Lemma 6.5. For a ג ∈ Cm(U , B(Σ−k,Σk)), U ⊂ P−k3 as in Lemma 6.4:
∇f 〈γV (·+ vt)u, u〉 = 2〈∂D′V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉S0,1
− 2〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),S0,0〉♦f (6.12)
+ 2〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), P (p′)P (π)eJR
0,2·♦J♦r〉S0,1
+ 2(P ∗c (p0)e
−JR0,2·♦ + ג)V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p
′)P (π)r′)
with the e−JR
0,2·♦ in the last line the inverse of eJR
0,2·♦ in (6.10);
2−1∇z,z〈γV (·+ vt)u, u〉 = 〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), eJR
0,2·♦J♦r〉R0,1
+ 〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),S0,0〉 (6.13)
+ 〈∂D′V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉R0,1.
Proof. Recall that
〈γV u, u〉 = 〈γV (·+ vt+D′)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉. (6.14)
By the Chain Rule and for g equal either to f or to (z, z), we get
2−1∂g〈γV (·+ vt)u, u〉 = 〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), P (p′)P (π)∂gr′〉
= 2−1〈∂D′V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉∂gD′ (6.15)
+ 〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), ∂p′Φp′ + ∂p′P (p′)P (π)r′〉∂gp′.
For g = f and by (6.9), (6.15) becomes
2−1〈∂D′V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′)Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉∇fD′
+ 〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), ∂p′Φp′ + ∂p′P (p′)P (π)r′〉∇fp′
+ 2−1〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),S1,1〉∇fR0,2 (6.16)
+ 〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), eJR
0,2·♦J♦r〉∇fR0,2
+ (P ∗c (p0)e
−JR0,2·♦ + ג)(Φp′ + P (p
′)P (π)r′).
Then we use : ∇fD′ and ∇fR0,2 are S0,1; we have ∇fp′j = −♦jf + S0,1; we
have ∂p′jΦp′ + ∂p′jP (p
′)P (π)r′ = S0,0. Then (6.16) yields the r.h.s of (6.12).
To get (6.13) we set g = (z, z). When we use that ∇z,zD′ and ∇z,zp′ are
R0,1, we get terms which can be absorbed by the first two lines of (6.13). Using
(6.9), the fact that ∂z,zr = S
0,0 and that ∇z,zR0,2 = R0,1, we then set
∂z,zr
′ = eJR
0,2·♦JR0,1 · ♦r + S0,0. (6.17)
We get Lemma 6.5 by the following, which goes in the last two lines of (6.13),
〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), P (p′)P (π)∂z,zr′〉 = 〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),S0,0〉
+ 〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), P (p′)P (π)eJR
0,2·♦J♦r〉R0,1.
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6.3 Formulation of the system
From now we choose π = π(t) = Π(t), as anticipated after (5.2).
Recall that the variables Πj are unchanged by the changes of coordinates, see
(3.5). Then, for a ≤ 3 and V2(t) = γV (·+vt+D′), using (6.1) with Πa = F (u),
Π˙a = {Πa,E(u)}(π) = −∂DaH(π) − 2−1∂Da〈V2(t)u, u〉 =
− 2−1〈∂D′aV2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉∂DaD′a.
(6.18)
Since the r.h.s. of (4.2) is independent of τ , we have ∂DaD
′
a = 1. By Lemma
5.4 we have ∂DaH
(π) = 0. Q is an invariant of motion. Summing up, we have
Q˙ = 0 , Π˙a = −2−1〈∂xaV2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉.
By τ ′ = τ ′(u) and by (6.1) we have τ˙ ′j = {τ ′j ,E}. So in particular, by (6.1) with
D′a = F (u) and by (2.33), we have
D˙′a − v′a = {D′a,K0}+ 2−1γ{D′a, 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉}.
In terms of the last coordinate system, where D′ = D+R0,2 by (4.2), by (5.14)
D˙′a − v′a = ∂ΠaH(π) + 2−1∂Πa〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉
+ {R0,2,K0}+ 2−1γ{R0,2, 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉}. (6.19)
Notice that in the current notation, (2.34) reads as
γ sup
distS2(
−→e , v
|v|
)≤δ0
‖〈|v|−→e t+D′(0)〉−2‖L1t (R+) < 10ǫ. (6.20)
Since ϑ′ = ϑ+R0,2 by (4.2), by the argument used for (6.19) and (2.31)–(2.33)
ϑ˙′ − ω′ − 2−1(v′)2 = {R0,2,K0}+ 2−1γ{R0,2, 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉}
− ∂QH(π) − 2−1∂Q〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉.
(6.21)
We have
z˙j = −i∂zjH(π) + Π˙b∂πbzj − i2−1∂zj 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉. (6.22)
And finally we have
f˙ = Π˙b∂πbf + (Pc(p0)Pc(π)Pc(p0))
−1J∇fK ′,
∇fK ′ = ∇fH(π) + 2−1∇f 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉.
(6.23)
In (6.22)–(6.23) we can substitute the formulas from Lemma 6.5.
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Theorem 6.6. Consider the constants 0 < ǫ < ǫ0 of Theorem 1.1. Then there
is a fixed C > 0 such that for I = [0,∞) we have:
‖f‖Lpt (I,W 1,qx ) ≤ Cǫ for all admissible pairs (p, q), (6.24)
‖zµ‖L2t (I) ≤ Cǫ for all multi indexes µ with e · µ > ω0, (6.25)
‖zj‖W 1,∞t (I) ≤ Cǫ for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} (6.26)
‖ω′ − ω0‖L∞t (I) ≤ Cǫ , ‖v′ − v0‖L∞t (I) ≤ Cǫ. (6.27)
Furthermore, there exist ω+ and v+ such that
lim
t→+∞
ω′(t) = ω+ , lim
t→+∞
v′(t) = v+ (6.28)
lim
t→+∞
D˙′(t) = v+ , lim
t→+∞
ϑ˙′(t) = ω+ + 4
−1v2+ (6.29)
lim
t→+∞
z(t) = 0. (6.30)
Theorem 6.6 will be obtained as a consequence of the following Proposition.
Proposition 6.7. Consider the constants 0 < ǫ < ǫ0 of Theorem 1.1. There
exist a constant c0 > 0 such that for any C0 > c0 there is an ǫ0 > 0 such that if
the inequalities (6.24)–(6.26) hold for I = [0, T ] for some T > 0 and for C = C0,
and if furthermore for t ∈ I
‖D˙′ − v′‖L1(0,t) < Cǫ〈t〉 , (6.31)
‖p′ − p0‖L∞(I) < Cǫ, (6.32)
then in fact for I = [0, T ] the inequalities (6.24)–(6.26) hold for C = C0/2 and
the inequalities (6.31)–(6.32) hold for C = c with c a specific fixed constant.
7 Proof that Prop. 6.7 implies Theor. 6.6
By a continuation argument Prop. 6.7 gives (6.24)–(6.26) and (6.32) on [0,∞).
So to complete to proof of Theor. 6.6, it remains to prove formulas (6.27)–(6.30).
Lemma 7.1. Prop. 6.7 implies (6.30), that is lim
tր∞
z(t) = 0.
Proof. The limit (6.30) follows from (6.25)–(6.26) and by z˙ ∈ L∞[0,∞), which
follows by equation (6.22). Indeed for (M −1)ej > ω0 the following limit exists,
lim
tր∞
z2Mj (t) = z
2M
j (0) + 2M
∫ ∞
0
z˙j(t)z
2M−1
j (t)dt,
since z˙jz
2M−1
j ∈ L1[0,∞) with ‖z˙jz2M−1j ‖L1 ≤ ‖z˙j‖L∞‖zj‖L∞‖zM−1j ‖2L2 . Since
z2Mj (t) ∈ L1[0,∞) by (6.25), the above limit is necessarily equal to 0.
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Lemma 7.2. There is a fixed C and f+ ∈ H1 and a function ς : [0,∞) → R4
such that for the variable f in (6.24) we have
lim
tր∞
‖f(t)− eJς(t)·♦e−Jt∆f+‖H1 = 0. (7.1)
Proof. We defer the proof until Sect. 11.
We will consider now a number of technical lemmas.
Lemma 7.3. Consider the hypotheses of Proposition 6.7, a fixed S0,02k,0 where
k > 3 and a fixed q ∈ S(R3). Then for ǫ0 small enough there exists a fixed
constant c dependent on S0,02k,0 and q such that
‖γq(·+ vt+D′)S0,02k,0‖L1((0,T ),Lpx) ≤ cǫ for all p ≥ 1. (7.2)
Proof. We have by k > 3 and Sobolev embedding,
‖q(·+ vt+D′)S0,02k,0‖Lpx ≤ Cq,k‖S0,02k,0‖Σ2k〈D′(t) + tv〉−k.
Then for a fixed C = Cq,k,S
‖γq(·+ vt+D′)S0,02k,0‖L1((0,T ),Lpx) ≤ Cγ‖〈D′(s) + sv〉−k‖L1(0,T ),
‖〈D′(s) + sv〉−k‖L1(0,T ) = ‖〈D′(0) + sv+ I(s)〉−k‖L1(0,T ) where
I(s) := sv0 +
∫ s
0
(D˙′(τ) − v0)dτ , |I˙(s)| ≤ 3C0ǫ,
(7.3)
where |I˙(s)| ≤ 3C0ǫ follows by (6.31)–(6.32) and by |v0| . ǫ, see (2.20). Then
(7.2) follows by Lemma 7.4 below.
Lemma 7.4. Assume (6.20) and (7.3). Then for ǫ0 > 0 in (1.7) sufficiently
small, we have for a fixed c
γ‖〈D′(s) + sv〉−k‖L1(0,T ) < cǫ. (7.4)
Proof. If |〈D′(0)+ sv〉| ≥ 6C0ǫs for all s > 0, then since |I(s)| ≤ 3C0ǫs by (7.3)
we get 〈D′(s)+ sv〉 ∼ 〈D′(0)+ sv〉 for all s > 0. Then (7.4) follows from (6.20).
Suppose for an s0 > 0 that |D′(0) + s0v| < 6C0ǫs0 . Squaring this inequality
and for C1 = (6C0)
2|v|−2 we get
|v|2(1− C1ǫ2)s20 + 2D′(0) · vs0 + |D′(0)|2 < 0.
This implies (D′(0) · v)2 > |D′(0)|2 |v|2(1− C1ǫ2) for the discriminant and
D′(0) · v < −|D′(0)| |v|
√
1− C1ǫ2.
This implies D′(0) 6= 0 and distS2(− D
′(0)
|D′(0)| ,
v
|v|) = O(ǫ
2). From (6.20) we get
γ
|v| ‖〈D
′
1(0)−
D′(0)
|D′(0)|s〉
−k‖L1(R+) =
γ
|v| ‖〈|D
′
1(0)| − s〉−k‖L1(R+) < 10ǫ.
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For ǫ0 > 0 in (1.7) small, we get γ|v|−1 < κǫ for κ = 20/‖〈t〉−k‖L1(R). We have
γ‖〈D′(s) + sv〉−k‖L1(0,T ) ≤ γ|v|−1‖〈D′1(0) + s+ I1(s/|v|)〉−k‖L1(0,|v|T ),
where dds [I1(s/|v|)] ≤ 3C0ǫ/|v|. We complete the proof of (7.4) by
γ‖〈D′(s) + sv〉−k‖L1(0,T ) ≤ γ|v|−1‖〈D′1(0)/|v|+ s+ I1(s/|v|)〉−k‖L1(0,|v|T )
≤ 2γ|v|−1‖〈t〉−k‖L1(R) < 40ǫ for 3C0ǫ0/|v| < 1/2.
Lemma 7.5. Consider the function ψ(π,Π,Π(P (π)f)), see (4.3). At Π = π
we have ∂Πψ = 0 and ∂πψ = R0,0(π,Π,Π(f), f). (7.5)
Proof. At π = Π we have
∂Πjψ(π,Π,Π(P (π)f)) = ∂Πjd(Π−Π(P (π)f))
+ ∂Πjλ(Π−Π(P (π)f)) · (π −Π(P (π)f)) = 0
because of ∂pjd(p) = −p ·∂pjλ(p). The other formula in (7.5) is also elementary.
Lemma 7.6. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 6.7 and for ǫ0 > 0 in (1.7)
small enough we have ‖Π˙j‖L1(I) ≤ cǫ for a fixed c for all j.
Proof. We have Π˙4 = Q˙ = 0. For q = γ∂xaV , the rhs of (6.18) for a ≤ 3 is like
〈q(·+ vt+D′)S0,0, S0,0〉+ 〈q(·+ vt+D′)S0,0, eJR0,2·♦f〉
+ 〈q(·+ vt+D′)eJR0,2·♦f, eJR0,2·♦f〉.
(7.6)
So by Lemma 7.3 and (6.24), for a fixed c0 (this yields the desired result)
‖(7.6)‖L1(0,T ) ≤ ‖γq(·+ vt+D′)S0,0‖L1(0,T )L1x‖S0,0‖L∞(0,T )L∞x
+ ‖γq(·+ vt+D′)S0,0‖L1(0,T )L2x‖f‖L∞(0,T )L2x + Cq‖f‖2L2(0,T )L6x
≤ c0ǫ+ c0C20ǫ2 < 2c0ǫ .
(7.7)
Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8 below are part of the proof of Proposition 6.7 but are
also used to prove Theorem 6.6.
Lemma 7.7. Consider the hypotheses of Proposition 6.7. Then there exists a
fixed constant c s.t., for ǫ0 > 0 in (1.7) small enough, (6.31) holds for C = c.
Proof. Consider (6.19). By the notation of Lem. 5.4 at Π = π(t) by Lem. 7.5
∂ΠH
(π) = ∂Πψ + ∂ΠH
′
2 + ∂ΠR = ∂ΠH
′
2 + ∂ΠR, in the notation of (5.20).
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(6.24)–(6.25) in [0, T ] and Lemma 5.4 give |∂ΠjH(π)| ≤ ǫ for ǫ0 small. Then
‖∂ΠjH(π)‖L1(0,t) ≤ tǫ, which for t ≥ 1 is the main term in (6.31). Consider
γ∂Πa〈V (·+ vt+D′)(Φp′ + P (p′)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉
= γ〈∂D′
b
V (·+ vt+D′)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)r′〉∂ΠaD′b
+ γ〈V (·+ vt+D′)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), ∂Πa(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′)〉.
(7.8)
(4.2) yields D′ = D +R0,2. So ∂ΠaD′b = R0,2 = O(ǫ2) by (6.24)–(6.26). Since
the other factors of the first term in the rhs are O(1), this yields the desired
bound cǫt for any given c > 0 on the L1(0, t) norm of the first term in the rhs.
The last line in (7.8) is the sum of terms like (7.6), with L1(0, T ) norm ≤ cǫ,
and γ〈V (·+ vt+D′)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), P (p′)P (π)∂Πar′〉.
Substituting (6.9), up to terms already bounded we get
γ〈V (·+ vt+D′)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),♦f〉.
The L1(0, T ) of this term is bounded, for ǫ0 > 0 small enough, by
γ‖V (·+ vt+D′)S0,0‖L1tL2x‖f‖L∞t H1x + γcV ‖f‖L2tL6x‖f‖L2tW 1,6x ≤ ǫ.
To complete the proof of Lemma 7.7 we need to bound the second line of (6.19).
Using the fact that, by Lemma 3.6, the functions R0,2 are preserved by the
changes of coordinates in Lemma 5.7, by (5.33) we have
{R0,2,K0} = {R0,2, H(π)}(π) = {R0,2, ψ +H ′2 + Z0 + Z1 +R}(π).
Using the fact that
∇τ,Π,z,zR0,2 = R0,1 and ∇fR0,2 = S0,1, (7.9)
from (5.14) it is elementary to get
{R0,2,K0} = O(ǫ(|z|+ ‖f‖L2,−s)) for any preassigned s > 1 . (7.10)
For example we have
〈∇fR0,2, (Pc(p0)Pc(π)Pc(p0))−1J∇fEP (f)〉 = 〈S0,1, β(|f |2)f〉
∼ ‖〈x〉−sβ(|f |2)f‖L1x . ‖f‖L2,−s‖β(|f |2)‖L2x ≤ C20ǫ2‖f‖L2,−s .
(7.10) implies |{R0,2,K0}| < ǫ. Set 〈V 〉 := 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉. Then by (5.14)
{R0,2, 〈V 〉} = ∂τjR0,2∂Πj 〈V 〉 − ∂ΠjR0,2∂τj 〈V 〉 − i∂zjR0,2∂zj 〈V 〉
+ i∂zjR0,2∂zj 〈V 〉+ 〈∇fR0,2, (Pc(p0)Pc(π)Pc(p0))−1J∇f 〈V 〉〉.
By Lemma 6.5 we have
‖∇z,z〈V 〉‖L∞t + ‖∇f 〈V 〉‖L∞t L2x ≤ C‖z‖L∞t + ‖f‖L∞t H1x ≤ CC0ǫ.
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By the arguments used to bound (7.8), we have ‖∇Π,τ 〈V 〉‖L∞(0,∞) . ǫ. This
and (7.9) imply the following, which completes the proof of Lemma 7.7,
{R0,2, 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉} = O(ǫ(|z|+ ‖f‖L2,−s)) . (7.11)
Lemma 7.8. Under the hypotheses of Prop. 6.7 and for for ǫ0 > 0 in (1.7)
small enough, (6.32) holds for C = c < C0/2 with c a fixed constant. Further-
more, (6.27) holds for C = c < C0/2 with c a fixed constant.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, (5.8), (6.24) and by (6.26), for a fixed c1 we have
|Q(Φp′)−Q| = |Q(Φp′)−Q(Φp0)| = Q(P (p′)r′) ≤ c1C20 ǫ2 ≤ ǫ. (7.12)
Similarly, for a ≤ 3 we have
|Πa(Φp′)−Πa| = |Π(P (p′)r′)| ≤ c1C20 ǫ2 ≤ ǫ.
Furthermore
|Πa(Φp0)−Πa| ≤ ‖Π˙a‖L1(0,t) ≤ cǫ (7.13)
by Lemma 7.6. Hence for a fixed c we have
|Πa(Φp0)−Πa(Φp′)| ≤ cǫ. (7.14)
From (7.12) and (7.14) we get |p′ − p0| ≤ cǫ for a fixed c. This proves the first
sentence of Lemma 7.8. The second sentence follows from the first by formulas
(2.7) and the fact that the Lagrange multipliers λ(p) depend smoothly on p.
Lemma 7.9. Assume hypotheses and conclusions of Prop. 6.7. Then
|D′(t) + tv| ≥ t2−1|v| − |D′(0)| (7.15)
Proof. We have
D′(t) + tv = D′(0) + tv+ tv0 +
∫ t
0
(v′(s)− v0)ds+
∫ t
0
(D′(s)− v′(s))ds.
Lemmas 7.7– 7.8 and |v0| . ǫ yield (giving (7.15) for ǫ0 > 0 in (1.7) small)
|D′(t)− tv| ≥ t(|v| − 3cǫ)− |D′(0)|.
Lemmas 7.10 and 7.11 together imply the limits (6.29).
Lemma 7.10. Assume hypotheses and conclusions of Prop. 6.7. Then we have
lim
t→+∞
(D˙′ − v′) = 0 , lim
t→+∞
(ϑ˙′ − ω′ − 4−1(v′)2) = 0. (7.16)
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Proof. By (6.19) we have
|D˙′ − v′| ≤ |∂ΠH(π)|+ |{R0,2,K0}|+ 2−1γ|{R0,2, 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉}|
+ 2−1γ|∂Π〈V (·+ vt+D′)(Φp′ + P (p′)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)r′〉|.
(7.17)
We now prove separately
lim
tր∞
∂ΠH
(π) = 0 (7.18)
lim
tր∞
∂Π〈V (·+ vt+D′)(Φp′ + P (p′)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)r′〉 = 0 (7.19)
lim
tր∞
{R0,2,K0} = 0 (7.20)
lim
tր∞
{R0,2, 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉} = 0. (7.21)
We have by (5.33)
|∂ΠaH(π)| ≤ |∂Πa(H ′2 + Z0)|+ |∂ΠaZ1|+ |∂ΠaR|.
|∂Πa(H ′2 + Z0)| ≤ C|z|2 by (6.26) and by (6.30) this goes to 0 as tր∞. Also
|∂ΠaZ1| ≤ C
∑
e·µ>ω0
|zµ|‖f‖L2x .
By (6.24)–(6.26) ∂ΠaZ1 ∈ L1(0,∞). It is easy to see that ∂ΠaZ1 has bounded
time derivative and so converges to 0 for t ր ∞. Similarly, ∂ΠaR ∈ L1(0,∞),
has bounded time derivative and so goes to 0 for tր∞. So we get (7.18).
Turning to (7.19) notice that the function in (7.19) is of form (7.6). We have
|(7.6)| ≤ ‖q(·+ vt+D′)S0,0‖L1x‖S0,0‖L∞x + ‖q(·+ vt+D′)S0,0‖L2x‖f‖L2x
+ |Υ(t)| with Υ(t) := 〈q(·+ vt+D′)eJR0,2·♦f, eJR0,2·♦f〉
The first line ≤ CS(1 + ‖f‖L2x)〈D′(t) + vt〉−2 which by Lemma 7.9 goe to 0 as
tր∞ To finish with (7.19) we show limtր∞Υ(t) = 0. First of all we have
‖Υ‖L1(0,∞) ≤ Cq‖f‖2L2((0,∞),L6x) <∞.
Furthermore, it is simple to check that Υ(t) is differentiable with Υ˙ ∈ L∞(0,∞).
Then, as in Lemma 7.1 we conclude that limtր∞Υ(t) = 0.
We turn now to (7.20) and (7.21). By (7.10) and (7.11) it is enough to check
the limit as t ր ∞ of O(|z| + ‖f‖L2,−s). By Lemma 7.1 we know that z(t)
converges to 0. With standard arguments we can see that for any u0 ∈ L2 and
for any function τ(t) we have for s > 3/2
lim
tր∞
eJτ(t)·♦e−tJ∆u0 = 0 in L
2,−s(R3). (7.22)
Then (7.1) implies lim
tր∞
‖f(t)‖L2,−s = 0. This yields (7.20)–(7.21).
Then we get the following result which, with Lemma 7.10, yields (6.27)–
(6.29) thus completing the proof of Theorem 6.6.
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Lemma 7.11. There exist ω+ and v+ such that the limits (6.28) are true.
Proof. By (2.24), for r′ = eJR
0,2·♦(r + S),
Πj(t) = p
′
j(t) + Πj(r
′(t))−Πj((P (p′(t)) − P (p0))r′(t))
+ 〈r′(t),♦j(P (p′(t)) − P (p0))r′(t)〉,
(7.23)
|R0,2|+ ‖S‖2H1,s ≤ C(|z|+ ‖f‖L2,−s)2, for a preassigned large s > 1. We have
Πj(r
′) = Πj(r) + Πj(S) + 〈r,♦jS〉 (7.24)
with by (5.8)
r = (P (Π)P (p0))
−1(z · ξ(Π) + z · ξ(Π) + Pc(Π)f) = f + S0,1(Π, z, f). (7.25)
By (7.1) and (7.22) which imply lim
tր∞
‖f(t)‖L2,−s = 0 and by (6.30) we have
lim
tր∞
S0,1(Π, z, f) = lim
tր∞
S = 0 in H1 and by Lemma 7.2 and (7.24)–(7.25)
lim
tր∞
Πj(r
′) = lim
tր∞
Πj(r) = lim
tր∞
Πj(f) = Πj(f+). (7.26)
Furthermore by (7.24)–(7.25) we get
|Π(r′(t))−Π(f+)| ≤ |Π(f(t)) −Π(f+)|+ C(|z|+ ‖f‖L2,−s)2 ≤ Cǫ. (7.27)
By ‖Π˙‖L1(R) ≤ cǫ, see Lemma 7.6, we get that lim
tր∞
Π(t) = Π+ exists and
|Π(t)−Π+| ≤ cǫ. Then taking the limit in (7.23) we get
Π+j = lim
tր∞
p′j(t) + Πj(f+)− lim
tր∞
Πj((P (p
′(t))− P (p0))r′(t))
+ lim
tր∞
〈r′(t),♦j(P (p′(t))− P (p0))r′(t)〉 = lim
tր∞
p′j(t) + Πj(f+).
(7.28)
So lim
tր∞
p′(t) = p′+ exists and hence also the limits in (6.28).
8 Proof of Proposition 6.7
In Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8 we have already proved that if (6.24)– (6.26) and (6.31)–
(6.32) hold for any given C = C0 > c0 in [0, T ], then, for ǫ0 > 0 sufficiently small,
(6.31)–(6.32) hold for C = c with c fixed which can be taken c < c0/2. Hence
we can say that (6.31)–(6.32) hold for C = C0/2. Now we need to prove that
also (6.24)– (6.26) hold for C = C0/2. The following argument was initiated in
[8, 43]. We first get estimates on f from the estimates on z. When γV (x+ vt)
is absent in (1.5) and we are in the situation of [13], the main ingredients of the
first step are the estimates on the groups eitKω in [14, 17], see also [42], and an
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integrating factor argument as in [6]. The additional presence of γV (x+ vt) is
treated here following the theory in [40] on charge transfer models, see also [9].
The second step consists in observing that the part of the Hamiltonian in
(5.33) which effectively couples discrete and continuous modes is Z1. In partic-
ular this yields the main source term in the equation of the continuous mode f
and the main coupling term in the equations of the discrete modes.
The last step of the proof of Proposition 6.7 is where the approximation of
our equations by linear equations breaks down. In fact the linear approximate
equation of the discrete modes does not yield decay. The key ingredient yielding
decay is instead the loss of energy of the discrete modes due to the nonlinear
coupling with the continuous mode f , by means of the Fermi Golden Rule.
The three steps of the proof of Proposition 6.7 are split in Sections 8.1, 8.2
and 8.3. The linear estimates needed in Sect. 8.1 are proved in Sect. 9.
It is important to observe that the elaborate procedure we have just outlined,
is necessary only on large intervals of time [0, T ], say for T > ǫ−10 , since for in
intervals with T ≤ ǫ−10 , the proof of Proposition 6.7 is much simpler and does
not need the Fermi Golden Rule, see Remark 8.2 and the beginning of Sect. 8.3.
8.1 Analysis of the continuous mode
Our aim is now to show the following lemma.
Lemma 8.1. Assume the hypotheses of Prop. 6.7. Then there is a fixed c such
that for all admissible pairs (p, q)
‖f‖Lpt ([0,T ],W 1,qx ) ≤ cǫ+ c
∑
e·µ>ω0
|zµ|L2t (0,T ) (8.1)
where we sum only on multiindexes such that e ·µ−ej < ω0 for any j such that
for the j–th component of µ we have µj 6= 0.
Remark 8.2. For T ≤ ǫ−10 , (6.26) in [0, T ], (8.1) and the fact that |µ| ≥ 2 in (8.1)
imply |zµ|L2t (0,T ) + ‖f‖Lpt ([0,T ],W 1,qx ) ≤ 2cǫ yielding (6.24)–(6.25) for C = C0/2
since we are free to choose C0 > 4c.
Proof. We rewrite (6.23)
f˙ = J∇fK ′ + Π˙b∂πbf +P(p, p0)J∇fK ′
P(p, p0) := (Pc(p0)Pc(π)Pc(p0))
−1 − Pc(p0).
(8.2)
We have for any k ∈ N
P(p, p0) = (Pc(p0) + Pc(p0)(Pd(p0)− Pd(π))Pc(p0))−1 − Pc(p0)
‖P(p, p0)Pc(p0)‖Σ−k→Σk ≤ Ck|p0 − π| ≤ Ckcǫ,
(8.3)
where the last inequality is obtained by (7.13) and Q(Φp0) = Q(Φπ).
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By Lemma 6.2 we have for a fixed c
Π˙b∂πbf = Π˙bJR0,1 · ♦f + Π˙bS0,1
‖Π˙bS0,1‖L1((0,T ),H1) + ‖Π˙bR0,1‖L1(0,T ) ≤ cC0ǫ2.
(8.4)
Recall now
∇fK ′ = ∇fH(π) + γ
2
∇f 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉.
We have
∇fH(π) = ∇fψ +∇fH ′2 +∇fZ0 +∇fZ1 +∇fR. (8.5)
We have
∇f (ψ +H ′2 + Z0) = −iP ∗c (p0)HπPc(π)f +A · P ∗c (p0)♦f,
A := ∇Π(f)ψ(Π(f)) +
∑
|µ+ν|≥2
e·(µ−ν)=0
∇Π(f)aµν(π,Π,Π(f))zµzν . (8.6)
Notice that by (6.26) we have A ∈ L∞((0, T )R4) with, for A = A,
‖A‖L∞((0,T ),R4) ≤ cC20ǫ2. (8.7)
Furthermore, by standard arguments that we skip we have
∇fR = AR · P ∗c (p0)♦f + R1 +R2 with for any preassigned s
‖R1‖L1t([0,T ],H1x) + ‖R2‖L2t ([0,T ],H1,sx ) ≤ C(s, C0)ǫ
2 (8.8)
and with A = AR satisfying (8.7). We have
∇fZ1 = iJ
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
zµzνGµν(t,Π(f)) +B · P ∗c (p0)♦f , Bj := (8.9)
i
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
zµzν〈J∇Πj(f)Gµν(t,Π(f)), f〉 , Gµν(t,Π(f)) := Gµν(Π,Π,Π(f)).
(8.7) is true for A = B. Summing up and by Lemma 8.3 below, we get
f˙ = −iPc(p0)HπPc(π)f + JγPc(p0)V (·+ vt+D′ +R0,2)f (8.10)
+ JA′(t) · Pc(p0)♦f − i
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
zµzνGµν(t,Π(f)) +R
′
1 +R2 with
‖A′(t)‖L∞((0,T ),R4)+L1((0,T ),R4) + ‖R′1‖L1([0,T ],H1) ≤ cǫ, (8.11)
for a fixed c. We now write
Pc(π) = Pc(p0) + (Pd(p0)− Pd(π)) ,
Hπ = Hp0 + iJ(λ(π) − λ(p0)) · ♦+ iJ(∇2EP (Φπ)−∇2EP (Φp0)).
(8.12)
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Then by Q = Q(Φp0) and (7.13), we have
‖(∇2EP (Φπ)−∇2EP (Φp0))f‖L2((0,T ),W 1, 65 )+
‖(Pd(p0)− Pd(π))f‖
L2((0,T ),W 1,
6
5 )
. |π − p0|L∞(0,T )‖f‖L2((0,T ),L6) . C0ǫ2,
‖λ(π)− λ(p0)‖L∞((0,T ),R4) ≤ cǫ.
Then we get to
if˙ = Hp0f + iJγPc(p0)V (·+ vt+D′ +R0,2)f + iJA′(t) · Pc(p0)♦f
+
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
zµzνGµν(t,Π(f)) + E
′
1 + E
′
2,
(8.13)
E′2 (resp. E
′
1) satisfying the same estimates of R2 (resp. R
′
1). We now consider
h˜ ∈ L2c(Hω0)→ e−J
v0·x
2 h˜ =: f ∈ L2c(Hp0 ), (8.14)
which is an isomorphism. Using (5.10)–(5.11) and (2.6) we have
eJ
v0·x
2 Pc(p0)e
−J
v0·x
2 = Pc(ω0) , e
J
v0·x
2 Pc(p0)V e
−J
v0·x
2 h˜ = Pc(ω0)V h˜ ,
Q(f) = Q(h) , Πa(f) = Πa(h) +
v0a
2
Q(h) for a ≤ 3 ,
eJ
v0·x
2 ♦af = e
J
v0·x
2 J∂xaf = ♦ah˜+
v0a
2
h˜ = ♦ah˜+
v0a
2
♦4h˜ for a ≤ 3,
with v0a the components of v0. Then we get to
i
˙˜
h = Hω0 h˜+ iJγPc(ω0)V (·+ vt+D′ +R0,2)h˜+ iJA(t) · Pc(ω0)♦h˜
+
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
zµzνeJ
v0·x
2 Gµν(t,Π(f)) +R
′′
1 +R
′′
2 where:
(8.15)
Aa = A
′
a for a ≤ 3 and A4 = A′4 + 12A′ · v0, so A satisfies the estimates of A′
in (8.11); R′′1 and R
′′
2 satisfy the estimates of R
′
1 in (8.11) and R2 in (8.8). Set
h =M−1h˜ with M as in (5.4).
Then, for Kω =M−1HωM , see (5.4), we have
ih˙ = Kω0h+ σ3γPc(Kω0)V (·+ vt+D′ +R0,2)h+ σ3A4(t)Pc(Kω0)h
−
3∑
a=1
iAa(t)Pc(Kω0)∂xah+
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
zµzνGµν(t,Π(f)) +R
′′
1 +R
′′
2 ,
(8.16)
where:
Gµν(t,Π(f)) :=M
−1eJ
v0·x
2 Gµν(t,Π(f)) , f = e
− 12Jv0·xMh , (8.17)
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with Gµν(t,Π(f)) the coefficients of Z1, see (5.33) and Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7. We
recall also that the coefficients of (8.16) satisfy
‖ A‖L∞(0,T )+L1(0,T ) + ‖R′′1‖L1([0,T ],H1) + ‖R′′2‖L2([0,T ],H1,s) ≤ cǫ. (8.18)
Then from Theorem 9.1 below we get the following, which implies (8.1):
‖h‖Lpt ([0,T ],W 1,qx ) ≤ Cǫ + C
∑
e·µ>ω0
|zµ|2L2t (0,T ).
Lemma 8.3. We have the following formulas for a fixed c:
∇f 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉 = Pc(p0)V (·+ vt+D′ +R0,2)f + C(t) · ♦f + R3 (8.19)
‖C‖L1([0,T ],R4) ≤ cǫ , ‖R3‖L1([0,T ],H1x) ≤ cǫ. (8.20)
Proof. We denote the coefficient on the second line of (6.12) by
C := −γ〈V (·+ vt+D′)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),S0,0〉.
For symmetry reasons, C is an R4 valued vector. ‖C‖L1([0,T ],R4) ≤ cǫ by the
argument in Lemma 7.6. This settles the term C(t) · ♦f in (8.19).
The term on the rhs of the first line of (6.12) is of the form ϕS0,1 with ϕ of
the form (7.6). By estimate (7.7) this term can be absorbed in R3. The same
is true for the term in the third line of (6.12).
We now focus on the fourth line of (6.12). By Lemma 7.3 we have for a fixed c
γ‖(Pc(p0)e−JR
0,2·♦ + ג)V (·+ vt+D′)Φp′‖L1((0,T ),H1,s)
≤ c′γ‖V (·+ vt+D′)Φp′‖L1((0,T ),H1,s) ≤ cǫ.
(8.21)
Next, we focus on the term
γגV (·+ vt+D′)P (p′)P (π)r′
= γגV (·+ vt+D′)P (p′)P (π)(eJR0,2·♦r + S1,1)
(8.22)
The term with S1,1 is like in (8.21). Since [P (π), eJR
0,2·♦]r = S0,3, see in Lemma
4.1 [11], and using the expansion (5.8), it is elementary to see that (8.22) is the
sum of terms like in (8.21) and of
גγV (·+ vt+D′)P (p′)eJR0,2·♦P (π)f.
Then
γ‖גV (·+ vt+D′)P (p′)eJR0,2·♦P (π)f‖L1tH1x
. γ‖V (·+ vt+D′)P (p′)eJR0,2·♦P (π)f‖L1tL2,−sx
. γ‖〈·〉−sV (·+ vt+D′)‖L1tL2x‖f‖L∞t L2x ≤ cC0ǫ2.
Similarly, for (∗) a sum of terms like in (8.21)
Pc(p0)e
−JR0,2·♦V (·+ vt+D′)P (p′)P (π)r′
= Pc(p0)e
−JR0,2·♦V (·+ vt+D′)P (p′)P (π)(eJR0,2·♦r + S1,1)
= Pc(p0)V (·+ vt+D′ +R0,2)f + (∗).
(8.23)
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Lemma 8.4. ∃ fixed c > 0 s.t. ‖∂zj 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉‖L1((0,T ),C) ≤ cǫ for i = 1, 2.
Proof. We have by (6.13)
2−1‖∂zj〈γV (·+ vt)u, u〉‖L1t ≤ ‖〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),S0,0〉‖L1t
+ ‖〈V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′), eJR
0,2·♦J♦r〉‖L1t ‖R0,1‖L∞t
+ ‖〈∂D′V2(t)(Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′),Φp′ + P (p′)P (π)r′〉‖L1t ‖R0,1‖L∞t .
‖R0,1‖L∞t . C0ǫ; other factors are ≤ cǫ for a fixed c, see proof Lemma 7.6.
8.2 Effective discrete and continuous coupling
For D defined by the formula below, we rewrite (8.15) in the form
ih˙ = Kω0h+ σ3γPc(Kω0)V (·+
D:=︷ ︸︸ ︷
vt+D′ +R0,2)h+ σ3A4(t)Pc(Kω0)h
−
3∑
a=1
iAa(t)Pc(Kω0)∂xah+
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
zµzνGµν +T (8.24)
T :=
∑
zµzν [Gµν(t,Π(f)) −Gµν ] +R′′1 +R′′2 , Gµν := Gµν(t, 0)
For T > ǫ−10 , we eliminate the second term in the second line of (8.24) setting
g = h+ Y , Y :=
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
zµzνR+Kω0
(e · (µ− ν))Gµν . (8.25)
Lemma 8.5. Assume the hypotheses of Prop. 6.7 and let T > ǫ−10 . Then for
fixed s > 1 there exist a fixed c such that if ǫ0 is sufficiently small, for any
preassigned and large L > 1 we have ‖g‖L2((0,T ),L2,−sx ) ≤ (c+ C0L )ǫ.
We postpone the proof to Sect. 10.
8.3 The discrete modes and the Fermi Golden Rule
Now we need show that in [0, T ] inequalities (6.24)–(6.26) hold for C = C0/2 if
they hold for C = C0. First we consider the elementary case when T ≤ ǫ−10 . We
have already seen in Remark 8.2 that (6.25) for C = C0/2 is straightforward
when T ≤ ǫ−10 . Elementary is also to get (6.26) for C = C0/2. Indeed, we write
iz˙j = ∂zj (H
′
2 + Z0 + Z1 +R+ 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉) + iΠ˙b∂πbzj . (8.26)
Then for 0 ≤ t ≤ T ≤ ǫ−1 we have
|zj(t)|2 = |zj(0)|2+
2
∫ t
0
Im{(∂zjZ1 + ∂zjR+ ∂zj 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉+ iΠ˙b∂πbzj)zj}ds ≤ |zj(0)|2+
C(C0)(T ǫ
3 + ǫ2 + ‖∂zj〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉‖L1(0,T ))ǫ ≤ |zj(0)|2 + C(C0)ǫ2,
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using the fact that Lemma 8.4 proves ‖∂zj〈V (· + vt)u, u〉‖L1(0,T ) = O(ǫ2) and
Lemmas 7.6 and 6.2 (3). For C0 large, this yields (6.26) for C = C0/2.
We assume now T > ǫ−10 . On large intervals [0, T ] the coupling between
discrete and continuous modes is crucial and we need the Fermi Golden Rule.
We have, summing over appropriate indexes (µ, ν) s.t. |e · (µ− ν)| > ω0,
∂zjZ1 = i
∑
νjz
µzνzj
−1〈f, JGµν(t,Π(f))〉
= i
∑
νjz
µzν zj
−1〈e− 12Jv0·xMh, JGµν(t,Π(f))〉
=
∑
νjz
µzν zj
−1〈h,MT iJM M−1e 12Jv0·xGµν(t,Π(f))〉
= 2
∑
νjz
µzν zj
−1〈h, σ3Gνµ(t,Π(f))〉,
where we used (5.5),(8.17) and the symmetry (5.15) which is satisfied by Gµν .
Set R+µν = R
+
Kω0
(e · (µ− ν)). Using (5.33) and (8.25) we have
iz˙j = ∂zj (H
′
2 + Z0) + 2
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
νj
zµzν
zj
〈g, σ3Gνµ(t,Π(f))〉 + ∂zjR
+ iΠ˙b∂πbzj +
γ
2
∂zj 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉
− 2
∑
|e·(α−β)|>ω0
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
νj
zµ+αzν+β
zj
〈R+αβGαβ , σ3Gνµ(t,Π(f))〉.
(8.27)
Like in [12], there is a new set of variables ζ = z +O(z2) s.t. for a fixed C
‖ζ − z‖L2t ≤ CC0ǫ2 , ‖ζ − z‖L∞t ≤ Cǫ3 and (8.28)
iζ˙j = ∂ζjH2(ζ, h) + ∂ζjZ0(ζ, h) +Dj + iΠ˙b∂πbzj +
γ
2
∂zj 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉
− 2
∑
e·α=e·ν>ω0
e·α−ek<ω0 ∀ k s.t. αk 6=0
e·ν−ek<ω0 ∀ k s.t. νk 6=0
νj
ζαζ
ν
ζj
〈R+α0Gα0, σ3Gν0〉, (8.29)
where for a fixed constant c0 and a preassigned large L > 1 we have for D′j = Dj
n∑
j=1
‖D′jζj‖L1[0,T ] ≤ (1 + C0)(c0 +
C0
L
)ǫ2. (8.30)
By Lemmas 7.6 and 8.4 we have also for fixed c0
n∑
j=1
‖(iΠ˙b∂πbzj +
γ
2
∂zj 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉)ζj‖L1[0,T ] ≤ c0ǫ2,
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so that we can absorb the Dj and the second line of (8.29) in a single remainder
term D′j which satisfies (8.30) too. We have, see [12],
∂t
n∑
j=1
ej |ζj |2 = 2
n∑
j=1
ej Im
(D′jζj)− (8.31)
− 4
∑
e·α=e·ν>ω0
e·α−ek<ω0 ∀k s.t. αk 6=0
e·ν−ek<ω0 ∀ k s.t. νk 6=0
e · ν Im
(
ζαζ
ν〈R+α0Gα0, σ3 Gν0〉
)
.
In the second line of (8.31) we have a sum
Γ(ζ) := 4
∑
Λ>ω0
Λ Im
〈
R+Kω0
(Λ)G(Λ, ζ), σ3G(Λ, ζ)
〉
,
for G(Λ, ζ) :=
∑
e·α=Λ
ζαGα0.
(8.32)
For W (ω) = limt→∞ e
−itKωeitσ3(−∆+ω), there exist F ∈ W k,p(R3,C2) for all
k ∈ R and p ≥ 1 with 2G(Λ, ζ) =W (ω0)F , [14, 17]. Then for tF = (F1, F2)
Γ(ζ) = lim
εց0
∫
R3
ε
(ξ2 − (Λ− ω0))2 + ε2 |F̂1(ξ)|
2dξ ≥ 0, (8.33)
by [12] and Lemma 4.1 [15]. Now we assume:
(H11) for some fixed constant Γ > 0 and for all ζ ∈ Cn we have
Γ(ζ) ≥ Γ
∑
e·α>ω0
e·α−ek<ω0
∀ k s.t. αk 6=0
|ζα|2.
(8.34)
Then integrating and exploiting (8.28) we get for t ∈ [0, T ]∑
j
ej |zj(t)|2 + 4Γ
∑
α as in (H11)
‖zα‖2L2(0,t) ≤ c(1 + C0 + C20L−1)ǫ2. (8.35)
By (8.35) and by Lemma 8.1 we conclude that for ǫ0 > 0 sufficiently small and
any T > 0, (6.24)–(6.26) in I = [0, T ] and with C = C0 implies (6.24)–(6.26) in
I = [0, T ] with C = c(1 +
√
C0 +
C0
L ) for c. This yields Proposition 6.7.
9 Linear dispersion
In this section we will set K0 = σ3(−∆+ω0), K1 = Kω0 = K0+V1, K2 = K0+V2
where V2 = γσ3V . We denote by D(t) a given C1([0, T ],R3) function such that
γ‖〈D(t)〉−2‖L1(0,T ) < cǫ for a fixed c
|D(t)| ≥ (t− t0) |v|
2
− |D(t0)| for 0 ≤ t0 < t ≤ T .
(9.1)
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The D(t) := vt+D′+R0,2 in (8.24) satisfies (9.1), by the arguments of Lemmas
7.4 and 7.9 and assuming (6.24)–(6.26) with C = C0 in I = [0, T ]. We set
VD2 (t, x) = V2(x+D(t)), Pc = Pc(K1), Pd = 1− Pc, K(t) = K0 + V1 + VD2 (t),
U(t, s) = e−i(t−s)K0W−1(t)W (s) , for W (t) = e−
∫
t
0
(v(s)·∇+iϕ(s)σ3)ds. (9.2)
In this section we seek the following combination of the dispersive estimates
for the Charge Transfer Models in [40, 9] with the integrating factor in [6].
Theorem 9.1. Consider for PcF (t) = F (t) and Pcu(0) = u0 the equation
iu˙− PcK(t)Pcu− iPcv(t) · ∇xu+ ϕ(t)Pcσ3u = F (9.3)
for (v(t), ϕ(t)) ∈ C1([0, T ],R3 × R). For v the vector in Theor.1.1, set
c(T ) := ‖(ϕ(t), v(t),v − D˙(t))‖L∞t [0,T ]+L1t [0,T ]. (9.4)
Then there exist fixed σ > 3/2, c0 > 0 and a C > 0 such that, if c(T ) < c0 then
for any admissible pair (p, q), see (1.9), we have for i = 1
‖u‖Lpt ([0,T ],W i,qx ) ≤ C(‖u0‖Hi + ‖F‖L2t([0,T ],Hi,σx )+L1t ([0,T ],Hix)). (9.5)
Before proving Theorem 9.1 for the Pd in (9.2) we consider
iu˙−K0u− iv(t) · ∇xu+ ϕ(t)σ3u = VD2 u+Gu− iδPdu , u(t0) = u0, (9.6)
where G(t) := V1 − PdK(t)Pc − K(t)Pd. For the u(t) in Theorem 9.1 we have
Pdu(t) = 0, so iδPdu with fixed δ > 0 does not changes the problem.
Proposition 9.2. Let U(t, t0) be the group associated to (9.6). Then for σ >
3/2 there exists a fixed C > 0 such that for all 0 ≤ t0 < t ≤ T
‖〈x− x0〉−σU(t, t0)〈x − x1〉−σ‖2→2 ≤ C〈t− t0〉− 32 ∀ (x0, x1) ∈ R6, (9.7)∫ T
0
|| 〈x− x(t)〉−σ U(t, t0)u0||2L2xdt ≤ C||u0||
2
L2x
∀ x(t) ∈ C0([0, T ],R3). (9.8)
We have the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 9.3. For any fixed σ > 3/2 there is a C > 0 such that
‖〈x− x0〉−σe−iK0(t−t0)〈x− x1〉−σ‖2→2 ≤ C〈t− t0〉− 32 ∀ (t, x0, x1) ∈ R7.
Proof. For |s| := |t− t0| ≤ 1 follows by ‖e−iK0s‖2→2 ≤ 1. For |s| ≥ 1 by
‖〈x− x0〉−σe−iK0s〈x− x1〉−σ‖2→2 ≤ ‖〈x〉−σ‖2L2‖eis∆‖1→∞ ≤ C|s|−
3
2 .
Before proving Proposition 9.2 we show that it implies Theorem 9.1.
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Proof of Theorem 9.1. It is enough to prove (9.5) for i = 0. Write (9.3) as
iu˙−K0u− iv(t) · ∇xu+ ϕ(t)σ3u = F (t) + VD2 (t)u + Ĝ(t),
Ĝ(t) := G(t) + Y (t) , Y (t) := −iPdv(t) · ∇x + ϕ(t)Pdσ3. (9.9)
Then, we have
‖u‖Lpt ([0,T ],Lqx) . ‖u0‖L2+‖F‖L2t([0,T ],L
6
5
x )+L1t ([0,T ],L
2
x)
+‖(VD2 +Ĝ)u‖
L2t ([0,T ],L
6
5
x )
.
Furthermore, for M > 0 fixed large
‖(VD2 + Ĝ)u‖
L2tL
6
5
x
. ‖〈x+D〉−Mu‖L2tL2x + ‖〈x〉−Mu‖L2tL2x .
Thus, it suffices to show for any y(t) ∈ C0([0, T ],R3) the following inequality
‖〈x− y(t)〉−Au‖L2t([0,T ],L2x) ≤ C
(
‖u(0)‖L2 + ‖F‖L2t([0,T ],L2,σx )+L1t ([0,T ],L2x)
)
,
(9.10)
where A > A0 > 0, with A0 > 0 and C > 0 some fixed constants.
To show (9.10), we use Duhamel formula and expand u. We have
u(t) = U(t, 0)u(0)− i
∫ t
0
U(t, s)F (s)ds − i
∫ t
0
U(t, s)(VD2 + Ĝ)u(s)ds.
(9.11)
Then the weighted norms of the first two terms in the rhs of (9.11) can be
bounded by the rhs of (9.10). For example, we have for fixed C
‖〈x− y(t)〉−A
∫ t
0
U(t, s)F (s)ds‖L2t ([0,T ],L2x) . ‖
∫ t
0
U(t, s)F (s)ds‖L2t ([0,T ],L6x)
. ‖F‖
L2t([0,T ],L
6
5
x )+L
1
t ([0,T ],L
2
x)
.
Therefore, it suffices to bound the following by the rhs of (9.10):
‖〈x− y(t)〉−A
∫ t
0
U(t, s)(VD2 + Ĝ)u(s)ds‖L2t ([0,T ],L2x). (9.12)
We expand u(s) by using the group U(t, t0) associated to (9.6):
u(s) = U(s, 0)u0 − i
∫ s
0
U(s, τ)F (τ) dτ − i
∫ s
0
U(s, τ)Y (τ)u(τ) dτ. (9.13)
Substituting u(s) in (9.12) with the rhs of (9.13) we reduce to bound three
terms. We first estimate the contribution from the first term in rhs of (9.13):
‖〈x− y(t)〉−A
∫ t
0
U(t, s)(VD2 + Ĝ)U(s, 0)u0ds‖L2t([0,T ],L2x) .∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
〈t− s〉− 32 (‖ 〈x+D〉A VD2 U(s, 0)u0‖L2x + ‖ 〈x〉
A
ĜU(s, 0)u0‖L2x)ds
∥∥∥∥
L2t (0,T )
. || 〈x+D〉−A U(t, 0)u0||L2t ([0,T ],L2x) + || 〈x〉
−A U(t, 0)u0||L2t ([0,T ],L2x) . ||u0||L2x ,
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where we have used Lemma 9.3 in the second line, the inequalities
|| 〈x+D〉A VD2 u||L2x . || 〈x+D〉
−A
u||L2x and || 〈x〉
A
Ĝu||L2x . || 〈x〉
−A
u||L2x
in the third line and (9.8) in Proposition 9.2 in the final line.
We next estimate the contribution to (9.12) of the second term in the rhs of
(9.13). First, we bound it by ||F ||L1t ([0,T ],L2x). We have
‖〈x− y(t)〉−A
∫ t
0
U(t, s)VD2 (s)
∫ s
0
U(s, τ)F (τ) dτds‖L2t ([0,T ],L2x)
.
∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
〈t− s〉−3/2
∫ s
0
‖ 〈x+D(s)〉−A U(s, τ)F (τ)‖L2x dτds
∥∥∥∥
L2t ([0,T ])
.
∫ T
0
dτ
∥∥∥∥∫ t
τ
〈t− s〉−3/2 ‖ 〈x+D(s)〉−A U(s, τ)F (τ)‖L2xds
∥∥∥∥
L2t ([0,T ])
.
∫ T
0
|| 〈x+D(s)〉−A U(t, τ)F (τ)||L2t ([0,T ],L2x) dτdτ ≤ C||F ||L1t ([0,T ],L2x).
The term with VD2 replaced by Ĝ is obtained similarly with D replaced by 0.
We bound the same terms by ||F ||L2t ([0,T ],L2,σx ) using the Young’s inequality:
‖〈x− y(t)〉−A
∫ t
0
U(t, s)(VD2 + Ĝ)
∫ s
0
U(s, τ)F (τ) dτds‖L2t ([0,T ],L2x)
≤ C
∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
〈t− s〉−3/2
∫ s
0
〈s− τ〉−3/2 ‖F (τ)‖L2,σx dτds
∥∥∥∥
L2t ([0,T ])
≤ C
∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
〈t− τ〉−3/2 ‖F (τ)‖L2,σx dτ
∥∥∥∥
L2t ([0,T ])
≤ C||F ||L2t ([0,T ],L2,σx ).
(9.14)
We bootstrap the final term of (9.13) by using the smallness of c(T ):
‖〈x− y(t)〉−A
∫ t
0
U(t, s)(VD2 + Ĝ)
∫ s
0
U(s, τ)Y (τ)u(τ) dτds‖L2t ([0,T ],L2x)
≤ c(T )
∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
〈t− s〉−3/2
∫ s
0
〈s− τ〉−3/2 || 〈x〉−σ u(τ)||L2x dτds
∥∥∥∥
L2t ([0,T ])
≤ c(T )|| 〈x〉−σ u||L2t,x([0,T ]) where we used:
(9.15)
in the 1st inequality ‖ 〈x〉A Y (τ)u(τ)||L2x ≤ Cc(T )|| 〈x〉
−σ
u(τ)||L2x , by definition
of Y (t) in (9.9); in the 2nd inequality Young’s inequality twice as in (9.14).
9.1 Proof of Proposition 9.2
The proof follows the argument in [40, 9]. We will need the following lemma.
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Lemma 9.4. Let M > 5/2 and α ∈ [0, 1/2). Then there exists C > 0 such that
‖〈x〉−M (W−1(t)W (s) − 1) e−iK0(t−s)〈x〉−M‖2→2 (9.16)
≤ Cψα(t− s)‖(v, ϕ)‖αL1([s,t])+L∞([s,t]) with W (t) = e−
∫
t
0
(v(s)·∇+iϕ(s)σ3)ds
and ψα(t) = 〈t〉− 32+α for t ≥ 1 and ψα(t) = t−α for t ∈ (0, 1). (9.17)
Proof. We follow Lemma 2.16 [6]. First of all, we split the operator in (9.16)
and reduce to the bound
‖〈x〉−M
(
e−iσ3
∫
t
s
ϕ(s′)ds′ − 1
)
e−
∫
t
s
v(s′)·∇ds′e−iK0(t−s)〈x〉−M‖2→2+
‖〈x〉−Me−iσ3
∫
t
s
ϕ(s′)ds′
(
e−
∫
t
s
v(s′)·∇ds′ − 1
)
e−iK0(t−s)〈x〉−M‖2→2.
(9.18)
For M > 3/2 the first line is bounded for a fixed C by
C〈t− s〉− 32
∣∣∣e−iσ3 ∫ ts ϕ(s′)ds′ − 1∣∣∣ ≤ C21−α〈t− s〉− 32+α‖ϕ‖αL1([s,t])+L∞([s,t]).
We turn now to the second line of (9.18). We can drop the factor e−iσ3
∫
t
s
ϕ(s′)ds′
and replace K0 with −∆. Set also δv = −
∫ t
s v(s
′)ds′. Then
eδv·∇ei∆(t−s)f(x) = (t− s)− 32
∫
R3
ei
(x−y+δv)2
t−s f(y)dy = ei∆(t−s)f(x)+
(t− s)− 32
∫
R3
ei
(x−y)2
t−s
[
e2i
(x−y)·δv
t−s
(
ei
(δv)2
t−s − 1
)
+
(
e2i
(x−y)·δv
t−s − 1
)]
f(y)dy
where we ignored irrelevant constants. It remains to bound the terms in the
last line. We focus only on the last. The other can be treated similarly. Set
e2i
(x−y)·δv
t−s − 1 = e2i x·δvt−s
(
e−2i
y·δv
t−s − 1
)
+ (e2i
x·δv
t−s − 1).
Looking again only at the last difference, we have for M > 5/2
‖〈x〉−M (e2ix·δvt−s − 1)ei∆(t−s)(〈·〉−Mf)‖L2
≤ C(t− s)−α|δv|α‖〈x〉−M+αei∆(t−s)〈x〉−M‖2→2‖f‖L2
≤ Cψα(t− s)‖v‖αL1([s,t])+L∞([s,t])‖f‖L2.
Other terms can be treated similarly.
Proof of Proposition 9.2. First of all, our first claim is that for any T <∞ there
is a C = CT such that (9.7)–(9.8) are true. We rewrite (9.6) as (notice u = Pcu)
iu˙−K0u− iv(t) · ∇xu+ ϕ(t)σ3u =
V1V2:=︷ ︸︸ ︷
(V1 − iδPd −K1Pd) u+ PcVD2 Pcu, (9.19)
where V1 is a rapidly decreasing potential and where V2 ∈ B(Hk,−s, Hk,s) for
any (k, s). The factorization V1V2 is as in [6] and is required by the additional
presence, with respect to [40], of the terms iv ·∇xu and ϕσ3u in (9.19). We have
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U(t, t0) = U(t, t0)− i
∫ t
t0
U(t, s)V1V2U(s, t0)ds
− i
∫ t
t0
U(t, s)PcVD2 (s)PcU(s, t0)ds =: I1 + I2 + I3.
(9.20)
By Lemma 9.3 and by the endpoint Strichartz estimate, there exists a fixed C
independent of x0, x1 and x(t) such that
‖ 〈x− x0〉−σ U(t, t0) 〈x− x1〉−σ ‖2→2 ≤ C 〈t− t0〉−3/2 ,∫ T
0
‖ 〈x− x(t)〉−σ U(t, t0)u0‖2L2x dt ≤ C‖u0‖
2
L2 .
(9.21)
Our first claim follows by (9.20)–(9.21) and Gronwall’s inequality. Furthermore,
C(T ) = CT−t0 , that is it depends on T − t0. We will show that C(T ) can be
taken independent of T . We follow the bootstrap argument in [40] based on
the observation that it is enough to show that if (9.7)–(9.8) hold for C = C(T )
for some large C(T ), they hold also for C = C(T )/2. In the argument we can
assume T − t0 > 10A for A some fixed but arbitrarily large number. From
(9.21), I1 satisfies the desired bounds. To bound the contributions of I2 and I3,
we split [t0, t] = [t0, t0 +A] ∪ [t0 +A, t−A] ∪ [t−A, t] and set
I2,t0 :=
∫ t0+A
t0
U(t, s)V1V2U(s, t0)ds, I2,A :=
∫ t−A
t0+A
U(t, s)V1V2U(s, t0)ds,
I2,0 :=
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1V2U(s, t0)ds, I3,t0 :=
∫ t0+A
t0
U(t, s)PcVD2 (s)PcU(s, t0)ds,
I3,A :=
∫ t−A
t0+A
U(t, s)PcVD2 (s)PcU(s, t0)ds,
I3,0 :=
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)PcVD2 (s)PcU(s, t0)ds .
We bound Ij,t0 and Ij,A (j = 2, 3) as follows. First, for I3,t0 ,
|| 〈x− x0〉−σ I3,t0 〈x− x1〉−σ ||2→2
.
∫ t0+A
t0
〈t− s〉−3/2 || 〈x+D(s)〉−σ U(s, t0) 〈x− x1〉−σ ||2→2 ds
≤ C(A)
∫ t0+A
t0
〈t− s〉−3/2 〈s− t0〉3/2 ≤ CA 〈t− t0〉−3/2 .
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CA does not depend on T , so this bound is of the desired type. We have also∫ T
0
|| 〈x− x(t)〉−σ I3,t0u0||2L2x dt
.
∫ T
0
(∫ t0+A
t0
ds 〈t− s〉− 32 || 〈x+D(s)〉−σ U(s, t0)u0||L2x dt
)2
. || 〈x+D(s)〉−σ U(s, t0)u0||2L2t ((t0,t0+A),L2x) ≤ CA||u0||
2
L2x
.
I2,t0 can bounded similarly replacing D with 0. Next, for Ij,A j = 2, 3 we have
|| 〈x− x0〉−σ Ij,A 〈x− x1〉−σ ||2→2 . C(T )
∫ t−A
t0+A
〈t− s〉− 32 〈s− t0〉−
3
2 ds
≤ CA− 12C(T ) 〈t− t0〉−
3
2 for a fixed C.
Here, since A≫ 1, this is a bound of the desired type. Similarly∫ T
0
|| 〈x− x0〉−σ I3,Au0||2L2xdt
.
∫ T
0
(∫ t−A
t0+A
〈t− s〉− 32 || 〈x+D(s)〉−σ U(s, t0)u0||L2xds
)2
dt
≤ k(A)|| 〈x+D(t)〉−σ U(t, t0)u0||2L2((0,T ),L2x) ≤ k(A)C
2(T )‖u0‖2L2x
by Young’s inequality, with
k(A) := sup
0≤s≤T−A
(∫ T
s+A
〈t− s〉− 32 dt
)
sup
A≤t≤T
(∫ t−A
0
〈t− s〉− 32 ds
)
. CA−1. (9.22)
Then k(A)C2(T ) is an arbitrarily small fraction of C2(T ). The same bound
holds for I2,A replacing D with 0.
To estimate I2,0 we expand V2U(s, t0) following [6]. By (9.20) we get
(1 + iT0)V2U(·, t0)(s) = i(T0 − T˜0)V2U(·, t0)(s) + V2U(s, t0)
− iV2
∫ s
t0
U(s, τ)PcVD2 PcU(τ, t0)dτ ,
(9.23)
where T˜0, T1 and T1 are forM0 = K0 andM1 = K1Pc− iδPd defined as follows:
T˜0f(s) := V2
∫ s
t0
U(s, τ)V1f(τ)dτ , T0f(s) := V2
∫ s
t0
e−i(s−τ)M0V1f(τ)dτ ,
T1f(s) := V2
∫ s
t0
e−i(s−τ)M1V1f(τ)dτ . (9.24)
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Then by [6] or by formula (B.28) [35] the equality M1 −M0 = V1V2 implies
(1− iT1)(1 + iT0) = 1. (9.25)
Indeed we have the following, which implies (9.25):
T1T0f(t) = V2
∫ t
t0
dse−i(t−s)M1V1V2
∫ s
t0
e−i(s−τ)M0V1f(τ)dτ
= V2
∫ t
t0
dτ
∫ t
τ
dse−i(t−s)M1(M1 −M0)e−i(s−τ)M0V1f(τ)
= −iV2
∫ t
t0
dτ(e−i(t−τ)M0 − e−i(t−τ)M1)V1f(τ) = iT1f(t)− iT0f(t)
By (9.23) and (9.25), we have
V2U(s, t0) = (1− iT1)V2U(·, t0)(s) + (1− iT1)i(T0 − T˜0)V2U(·, t0)(s)
− i(1− iT1)V2
[∫ ·
t0
U(·, τ)PcVD2 (τ)PcU(τ, t0)dτ
]
(s).
(9.26)
We set I2,0 = I2,1 + I2,2 + I2,3, where
I2,1 := −i
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1(1− iT1)V2U(·, t0)(s)ds
I2,2 :=
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1(1 − iT1)(T0 − T˜0)V2U(·, t0)(s)ds
I2,3 := −
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1(1− iT1)V2
[∫ ·
t0
U(·, τ)PcVD2 (τ)PcU(τ, t0)dτ
]
(s)ds
We estimate I2,1. We split I2,1 = −iς −̟, where
ς :=
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1V2U(s, t0)ds , ω :=
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1T1V2U(·, t0)(s)ds.
We estimate ς . We have:
‖ 〈x− x0〉−σ ς 〈x− x1〉−σ ‖2→2 .
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32 〈s− t0〉−
3
2 ds . 〈t− t0〉−
3
2 ;
‖ 〈x− x(t)〉−σ ςu0‖L2t((0,T ),L2x)
= ‖ 〈x− x(t)〉−σ
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1V2U(s, t0)u0ds‖L2((0,T ),L2x) .
‖
∫
R
〈t− s〉− 32 ‖V2U(s, t0)u0‖L2xds‖L2(0,T ) . ‖V2U(·, t0)u0‖L2(0,T )L2x . ||u0||L2x .
We estimate ̟. We will use an analogue of Lemma 9.3 for K1Pc and K2.
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Lemma 9.5. ∀ fixed σ > 3/2 ∃ C > 0 such that for K = K1Pc,K2 we have
‖〈x− x0〉−σe−iK(t−t0)〈x− x1〉−σ‖2→2 ≤ C〈t− t0〉− 32 , ∀ (t, x0, x1) ∈ R7 (9.27)∫
R
‖〈x− x(t)〉−σe−iKt‖22→2dt ≤ C, ∀ x(t) ∈ C0([0, T ],R3). (9.28)
Proof. (9.27) follows by ‖e−iKtPc‖2→2 ≤ C and ‖e−iKt‖1→∞ ≤ C|t|− 32 . For
K = K2 see [28, 48]. For K = K1Pc see [14, 17] or [42].
(9.28) is obtained by endpoint Strichartz estimate like the second line in
(9.21) and is due to [48] for H = H2 and to [14, 17] for H = H1Pc.
Using (9.27) we get for fixed constants
‖ 〈x− x0〉−σ̟ 〈x− x1〉−σ ‖2→2 .∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32
∫ s
t0
‖ 〈x〉−σ e−(s−τ)(iK1Pc+δPd)V1V2U(τ, t0) dτ 〈x− x1〉−σ ||2→2
.
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32
∫ s
t0
‖ 〈x〉−σ e−(s−τ)(iH1Pc+δPd) 〈x〉−σ ||2→2 〈τ − t0〉−
3
2 dτds
.
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32
∫ s
t0
〈s− τ〉− 32 〈τ − t0〉−3/2 dτds . 〈t− t0〉−
3
2 ,
‖ 〈x− x1〉−σ̟u0‖L2((0,T ),L2x) .
‖
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32
∫ s
t0
〈s− τ〉− 32 ‖V2U(τ, t0)u0||L2x‖L2(0,T )
. ‖V2U(τ, t0)u0‖L2((0,T ),L2x) ≤ C||u0||L2x .
Since T1 doesn’t affect estimates we will estimate only terms without T1.
We estimate I2,2. For a fixed C, c(T ) +A
−1/2 ≪ 1 and the ψα in (9.17)
‖ 〈x− x0〉−σ
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1(T0 − T˜0)V2U(·, t0)(s)ds 〈x− x1〉−σ ‖2→2
.
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉−3/2
∫ s
t0
‖ 〈x〉−M (W−1(s)W (τ) − 1)e−i(s−τ)H0 〈x〉−M
× 〈x〉M V2U(τ, t0) 〈x− x1〉−σ ‖2→2 dτds
. c(T )αC(T )
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉−3/2
∫ s
s−A
ψα(s− τ) 〈τ − t0〉−3/2 dτds
+ C(T )
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉−3/2
∫ s−A
t0+A
〈s− τ〉−3/2 〈τ − t0〉−3/2 dτds
+ CA
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉−3/2
∫ t0+A
t0
〈s− τ〉−3/2 〈τ − t0〉−3/2 dτds
≤ C
(
c(T )αC(T ) +A−1/2C(T ) + CA
)
〈t− t0〉−3/2 .
(9.29)
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I2,2 has a term with T1 with similar bound. With c(T )
αC(T )≪ C(T ),
‖ 〈x− x(t)〉−σ
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1(T0 − T˜0)V2U(·, t0)(s)u0ds‖L2((0,T ),L2x)
. ‖
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32
∫ s
t0
‖ 〈x〉−M (W−1(s)W (τ) − 1)e−i(s−τ)K0 〈x〉−M
× 〈x〉M V2U(τ, t0)u0‖L2xds dτ‖L2(0,T )
. c(T )α‖
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32
∫ s
t0
ψα(s− τ)‖ 〈x〉−σ U(τ, t0)u0‖2L2x dτds‖L2(0,T )
. c(T )αC(T )‖u0‖2L2x .
The part of I2,2 with T1 is bounded similarly. So the estimate of I2,2 is proved.
We now estimate I2,3 restricting integration of τ in I2,3 to [s − A, s], since
the estimates for [t0, t0 +A] and [t0 + A, s− A] are like those of I2,t0 and I2,A.
We split PcVD2 Pc = VD2 −PdVD2 Pc−VD2 Pd. We first bound the contributions of
PdVD2 Pc in I2,3. Using Pd =
∑
j(·, e˜j)ej , where ej , e˜j ∈ S(R3),
|| 〈x− x0〉−σ
∫ t
t−A
U(s, t)V1V2
∫ s
s−A
U(s, τ)PdVD2 (τ)PcU(τ, t0) 〈x− x1〉−σ u0||L2x
.
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32
∫ s
s−A
〈s− τ〉− 32 (9.30)
×
∑
j
|(〈x〉−σ PcU(τ, t0) 〈x− x1〉−σ u0, 〈x〉σ V2(·+D(τ))e˜j)| dτds
. C(T )l(A) 〈t− t0〉−
3
2 ‖u0‖L2x , l(A) :=
∑
j
|| 〈x〉σ V2(·+D)e˜j ||L∞t ((A,T ),L2).
By (9.1), l(A) is arbitrarily close to 0 for A sufficiently large. We have
‖ 〈x− x(t)〉−σ
∫ t
t−A
U(s, t)V1 (9.31)
× V2
∫ s
s−A
U(s, τ)PdVD2 (τ)PcU(τ, t0)u0dτds‖L2(0,T )L2x
. ‖
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉−3/2
∫ s
s−A
〈s− τ〉−3/2×∑
j
|(〈x〉−σ PcU(τ, t0)u0, 〈x〉σ V2(·+D(τ))e˜j)| dτds‖L2(0,T ) . CT c(A)‖u0‖L2x ,
c(A) as in (9.30). VD2 Pd can be treated similarly. The remaining part of I2,3 is
I˜2,3 :=
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1V2
∫ s
s−A
U(s, τ)VD2 U(τ, t0)dτds. (9.32)
We have, for y(s, τ) = D(τ) +
∫ s
τ v(r)dr,
V2U(s, τ)VD2 = V2e−i(s−τ)K0e−iσ3
∫
s
τ
ϕ(r)drV2(·+ y(s, τ)). (9.33)
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By (9.1) and since c(T ) in (9.4) is small, we can assume∫ s
s−A
〈y(s, τ)〉− 32 dτ =
∫ s
s−A
〈D(τ) +
∫ s
τ
v(r)dr〉− 32 dτ
≤ 2
∫ s
s−A
〈D(τ)〉− 32 dτ ≤ 2cǫ
(9.34)
by 〈D(τ) + ∫ s
τ
v(r)dr〉 ∼ 〈D(τ)〉 which follows by | ∫ s
τ
v(r)dr| ≤ c(T )A < 1.
We ignore e−iσ3
∫
s
τ
ϕ(r)dr without harm. As in [40], for a smooth partition
1 = F (|i∇| ≤ N) + F (|i∇| ≥ N) (9.35)
in low and high frequencies it sufficies to estimate the following JL and JH :
JL =
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1
∫ s
s−A
V2e
−i(s−τ)K0F (|i∇| ≤ N)V2(·+ y(s, τ))U(τ, t0)dτds
JH =
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)V1
∫ s
s−A
V2e
−i(s−τ)K0F (|i∇| ≥ N)V2(·+ y(s, τ))U(τ, t0)dτds
For JL and for Vσ2 (x) := V2(x)〈x〉σ we use the identity
‖V2e−i(s−τ)K0F (|i∇| ≤ N)Vσ2 (·+ y(s, τ))u‖L2 = ‖
∫
R3
k(x, η)û(η)dη‖L2 (9.36)
k(x, η) := V2(x)
∫
R3
e−i(s−τ)σ3(ξ
2+ω0)+iξ·(x−y(s,τ))χ(
ξ
N
)V̂σ2 (ξ − η)dξeiη·y(s,τ).
In the next computation we drop the irrelevant the ω0 in the phase. We claim
|k(x, η)| ≤ CN,M 〈x〉−M
〈
y(s, τ)〉−M 〈η〉−M . (9.37)
Then (9.36)–(9.37) imply the following bound:
‖V2e−i(s−τ)K0F (|i∇| ≤ N)Vσ2 (·+ y(s, τ))‖2→2 ≤ CN,M 〈y(s, τ)〉−M . (9.38)
Therefore, we can bound JL as follows:
|| 〈x− x0〉−σ JL 〈x− x1〉−σ ||2→2
≤ C(T )CNγ
∫ t
t−A
ds
∫ s
s−A
dτ 〈t− s〉− 32 〈y(s, τ)〉− 32 〈τ − t0〉−
3
2 . C(T )CNγ
× 〈t− t0〉−
3
2
∫ t
t−A
ds
∫ s
s−A
dτ 〈t− s〉− 32 〈y(s, τ)〉− 32 . C(T )CN ǫ 〈t− t0〉−
3
2 ;
‖ 〈x− x(t)〉−σ JLu0‖L2((0,T ),L2x) . CNγ‖
∫ t
t−A
ds
∫ s
s−A
dτ 〈t− s〉− 32
× 〈D(τ)〉− 32 ‖〈(x+ y(s, τ))〉−σU(τ, t0)u0‖L2x‖L2(0,T )
≤ CN
√
Aγ‖ 〈D(τ)〉− 32 ‖L2(0,T )‖U(t, t0)u0‖L∞((0,T ),L2x) ≤ C(T )CN
√
Aǫ‖u0‖L2x .
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This yields the desired bound picking ǫ0 > 0 sufficiently small. We get (9.37) set-
ting e−iI2ξ·y(s,τ) = (− y(s,τ)·∇ξ|y(s,τ)|2 )Ne−iI2ξ·y(s,τ) and integrating by parts in (9.36).
Notice that V̂σ2 (ξ − η) and its derivatives are ≤ C(M,N)〈η〉−M for |ξ| . N .
We now consider JH . Proceeding as in [40] we have∫ s
s−A
‖V2e−i(s−τ)K0F (|i∇| ≥ N)Vσ2 (·+ y(s, τ))‖2→2dτ
.
∫ s
s−A
‖[V2, F (|i∇| ≥ N)]e−i(s−τ)K0Vσ2 (·+ y(s, τ))‖2→2dτ
+A
1
2N−
1
2 (
∫ s
s−A
‖〈i∇〉− 12∇V2e−i(s−τ)K0Vσ2 (·+ y(s, τ))‖22→2dτ)
1
2 .
By Young’s inequality ‖[V2, F (|i∇| ≥ N)]‖2→2 . N−1, [9]. In the third line
〈i∇〉− 12∇V2 = V2〈i∇〉−
1
2∇+ [〈i∇〉− 12∇, V2].
We have ‖[〈i∇〉− 12∇, V2]‖2→2 . 1. For σ > 1/2 we have∫
R
‖ 〈x〉−σ 〈i∇〉− 12∇e−i(s−τ)K0‖22→2dτ ≤ Cσ, (9.39)
by the local smoothing effect, see Theorem 4.3 [29]. Therefore, we have
‖ 〈x− x0〉−σ JH 〈x− x1〉−σ ‖2→2 . C(T ) 〈t− t0〉−3/2
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉−3/2
×
∫ s
s−A
‖V2e−i(s−τ)K0F (|i∇| ≥ N)Vσ2 (·+ y(s, τ))‖2→2dτds
. C(T ) 〈t− t0〉−3/2
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉−1/2
(
N−1A+N−
1
2
√
A
(
1 +A1/2
))
. C(T )AN−1/2 〈t− t0〉−3/2 ≤ C(T )L−1 〈t− t0〉−3/2 for N ≫ 1
for any preassigned L≫ 1. Finally, the estimate for I23 is completed with
|| 〈x− x(t)〉−σ JHu0‖L2((2A,T ),L2x) .
‖
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32
∫ s
s−A
‖V2e−i(s−τ)K0F (|i∇| ≥ N)Vσ2 (·+ y(s, τ))‖2→2
× || 〈· − y(s, τ)〉−σ U(τ, t0)u0||L2xdτds‖L2(0,T ) . ‖
∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32
×
∫ s
s−A
(
N−1 +N−
1
2 (
√
A+A)
)
|| 〈·+ y(s, τ)〉−σ U(τ, t0)u0||L2x dτds‖L2(A,T )
. C(T )AN−
1
2 ||u0||L2x .
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9.2 Estimate of I3,0
Lemma 9.6. For D(t) ∈ C1 and v ∈ R3 the following operator
g˜(t)u(t, x) := eiσ3(−
t
4v
2− v·x2 )u(t, x+D(t)) satisfies: (9.40)
[i∂t −K0, g˜(t)] = ig˜(t)(D˙ − v) · ∇x , [g˜(t)−1, ∂xj ]u = −iσ3
vj
2
g˜−1(t)u ,
g˜(t)−1u = eiσ3(
t
4v
2+ v·(x−D(t))2 )u(t, x−D(t)) ,
[g˜(t)−1, i∂t −K0]u = i(D˙ − v) · ∇x(g˜−1(t)u) .
(9.41)
Proof. Follows by elementary computations.
Consider the g˜(t) in (9.40). Set (vˆ, ϕˆ) = (v − (v − D˙), ϕ − v · v/2) and
g(t) = g˜(t)eiσ3
∫
t
0
ϕˆ(s)ds. Then VD2 (t) = g−1(t)V2g(t). (9.19) can be rewritten as
(i∂t −K0)g−1u− ivˆ(t) · ∇xg−1u = V2g−1u+ g−1Q,
Q := V1 − iδPd −K1Pd + PdVD2 Pc − VD2 Pd, vˆ := v − (v − D˙).
vˆ satisfies estimates like v. For simplicity we drop the hat. Let U(t, s) be (9.2)
with this v and ϕ = 0. We have an expansion like (9.20):
U(s, t0) =g(s)g
−1(t0)U(s, t0)− ig(s)
∫ s
t0
U(s, τ)W1W2g−1(τ)U(τ, t0)dτ
− ig(s)
∫ s
t0
U(s, τ)g−1(τ)QU(τ, t0)dτ,
(9.42)
where V2 =W1W2 with both Wj rapidly decreasing. As in (9.23)–(9.24)
(1 + iT0)W2g
−1(·)U(·, t0)(s) = i(T0 − T˜0)W2g−1(·)U(·, t0)(s)
+W2g
−1(t0)U−1(s)U(t0)e−i(s−t0)K0
− iW2
∫ s
t0
e−i(s−τ)H0U−1(s)U(τ)g−1(τ)QU(τ, t0)dτ ,
(9.43)
where T˜0 and T0 are defined as in (9.24) but with Vj replaced by Wj and
T1f(s) :=W2
∫ s
t0
e−i(s−τ)K2W1f(τ)dτ. (9.44)
(1− iT1)(1 + iT0) = 1 by K2 −K0 =W1W2 and (9.25). Then
W2g
−1(τ)U(τ, t0) = (1 − iT1)i(T˜0 − T0)W2g−1(·)U(·, t0)(τ)
+ (1− iT1)W2g−1(t0)U−1(·)U(t0)e−i(·−t0)K0(τ) (9.45)
− i(K− iT1K)(τ) , K(t) :=W2
∫ t
t0
e−i(t−r)K0U−1(·)U(r)g−1(r)QU(r, t0)dr.
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By the discussion for (9.30)–(9.31), we can replace PcVD2 Pc with VD2 in I3,0. We
denote by I˜3,0 the resulting operator:
I˜3,0 = −i
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)g(s)V2g−1(s)U(s, t0)ds. (9.46)
We substitute U(s, t0) with the rhs of (9.42). Set I˜3,0 = I3,1 + I3,2 + I3,3, with
I3,1 := −i
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)g(s)V2g−1(t0)U(s, t0)ds
I3,2 := −
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)g(s)V2
∫ s
t0
U(s, τ)W1W2g−1(τ)U(τ, t0)dτds
I3,3 := −
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)g(s)V2
∫ s
t0
U(s, τ)g−1(τ)QU(τ, t0)dτds.
The contribution of I3,1 can be bounded by a constant independent of T . We
focus now on I3,3. As before, the integral by τ can be restricted to [s − A, s].
Therefore, it suffices to estimate∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)g(s)V2
∫ s
s−A
U(s, τ)g−1(τ)QU(τ, t0)dτds. (9.47)
For simplicity we will focus only on the contribution of V1 to Q and look at∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)g(s)V2
∫ s
s−A
U(s, τ)g−1(τ)V1U(τ, t0)dτds. (9.48)
Then, for some ϕ(s, τ) and for y(s, τ) = −D(τ) + ∫ s
τ
v(r)dr we have
V2U(s, τ)g−1(τ)V1 = V2e−i(s−τ)K0eiσ3ϕ(s,τ)e i2σ3v·xV1(x+ y(s, τ)).
Then for the operator (9.47) we have the desired bound, which is independent
of ϕ(s, τ), by the argument used for JL and JH starting from (9.35).
We finally consider I3,2. Once again it is enough to consider∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)g(s)V2
∫ s
s−A
U(s, τ)W1W2g−1(τ)U(τ, t0)dτds. (9.49)
We substitute g−1(τ)U(τ, t0) with the rhs of (9.45). Then the contribution of
the first two lines of (9.45) is bounded by (C+L−1C(T )) for fixed L≫ 1 (using
c(T ) small) and C. The last line of (9.45) is bounded by L−1C(T ) because K(t)
can be treated by the argument starting from (9.35) and used for JL and JH .
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10 Proof of Lemma 8.5
Using the notation of Sect. 9, with in particular K0 := σ3(−∆+ω0), K1 := Kω0
and Y as in (8.25), we have for a preassigned δ > 0
ig˙ = K0g + (V1 − iδPd)g + σ3ϕg − iv · ∇xg + PcVD2 h+
3∑
b=1
Tb,
T1 := −σ3ϕY + iv · ∇xY , T2 := T− ϕσ3Pdh− iv · ∇xPdh,
T3 :=
∑
j
[
∂zjY (iz˙j − ejzj) + ∂zjY (iz˙j + ejzj)
]
.
(10.1)
In particular we have ϕ = A4 and va = Aa for a ≤ 3 which are such that
‖(ϕ, v)‖L∞((0,T ),R4)+L1((0,T ),R4) ≤ C(C0)ǫ. (10.2)
Set now V1 − iδPd = V1V2 with V1(x) := 〈x〉−σ . Then we have
‖(1 + iT˜0)V2g‖L2((0,T ),L2x) ≤ ‖U(t, 0)(h(0) + Y (0))‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σx )+ (10.3)
‖
∫ t
0
U(t, s)PcVD2 hds‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σx ) +
3∑
b=1
‖
∫ t
0
U(t, s)Tb(s)ds‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σx )
for T˜0 as in (9.24), but with the V1 and V2 introduced here above (10.3). We
have T˜0 = T0 + (T˜0 − T0) with ‖T˜0 − T0‖L2((0,T ),L2x)→L2((0,T ),L2x) ≤ Cǫα by
Lemma 9.4 for some α ∈ (0, 1). Furthermore, (9.25) continues to hold. Hence
‖g‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σx ) ≤ C‖(1 + iT˜0)V2g‖L2((0,T ),L2x) (10.4)
where C = ‖1− iT1‖L2(R4,C2)→L2(R4,C2) <∞.
By (10.3)–(10.4) the proof of Lemma 8.5 will follow by showing that the rhs
of (10.3) is bounded by cǫ+ C(C0)ǫ
2. We have
‖U(t, 0)h(0)‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σ) . ‖e−itK0h(0)‖L2(R,L6) . ‖h(0)‖L2 ≤ cǫ. (10.5)
We have
R+K1(λ) = R
+
K0
(λ) −R+K0(λ)V1R+K1(λ). (10.6)
By the definition of Y (t) in (8.25), for R+µν = R
+
K1
(e · (µ− ν)) as in Sect. 8.3,
‖U(t, 0)Y (0)‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σ) ≤
∑
|z(0)|2‖U(t, 0)R+µνGµν(0)‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σ).
(10.7)
We have |z(0)|2 . ǫ2 and by (10.6) we have
‖U(t, 0)R+µνGµν(0)‖L2(R,L2,−σ) ≤ ‖U(t, 0)R+K0(e · (µ− ν))Gµν (0)‖L2(R,L2,−σ)
+ ‖U(t, 0)R+K0(e · (µ− ν))V1R+µνGµν(0)‖L2(R,L2,−σ) ≤ C‖Gµν(0)‖L2,σ (10.8)
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by Lemma 10.1 below and ‖R+µνPc(K1)‖L2,σ→L2,−σ < C, [17]. By (10.7)–(10.8)
‖U(t, 0)Y (0)‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σ) ≤ cǫ for a fixed c. (10.9)
The next lemma is a standard tool in the analysis of the coupling of discrete
and continuous modes, [8, 43]. Here the novelty is the presence of e
∫
t
s
dt′v(t′)·∇.
Lemma 10.1. Let I be a compact subset of (ω0,∞) ∪ (−∞,−ω0) and let σ >
9/2. Assume (10.2), more precisely assume
‖v‖L∞((0,T ),R4)+L1((0,T ),R4) ≤ C(C0)ǫ. (10.10)
Then there exists a C = C(I) > 0 such that for the ǫ0 in Proposition 6.7
sufficiently small we have for every t ≥ s ≥ 0, λ ∈ I and u ∈ S(R3;C2)
‖e−
∫
t
s
dt′v(t′)·∇e−iK0(t−s)R+K0(λ)u‖L2,−σ(R3) ≤ C〈t− s〉−
3
2 ‖u‖L2,σ(R3). (10.11)
Proof. We follow Sect.8 [15] which is like Proposition 2.2 [43]. We will see
that inequality (10.10) plays an important role. It is not restrictive to assume
I ⊂ J ⊂ J ⊂ (ω0,∞) with J open and J compact. Let χ ∈ C∞(R, [0, 1]) be a
smooth cutoff equal to 1 in I and to 0 outside J . Let χ1 = 1−χ. Then we have
‖U(t, s)R+K0(λ)χ1(K0)u‖L2,−σ ≤
‖U(t, s)‖L2,σ→L2,−σ‖R+K0(λ)χ1(K0)‖L2,σ→L2,σ‖u‖L2,−σ ≤ C〈t− s〉−
3
2 ‖u‖L2,σ
by Lemma 9.3. So (10.11) holds with an additional χ1(K0). We need to prove
‖A〈·〉σu‖L2 ≤ C〈t− s〉−
3
2 ‖〈x〉σu‖L2 where
A := 〈x〉−σe−
∫
t
s
dt′v(t′)·∇e−iK0(t−s)R+K0(λ)χ(K0)〈·〉−σ.
(10.12)
For Γ(t, s) :=
∫ t
s v(t
′)dt′, the operator A has an integral kernel, given by
A(x, y) =
〈x〉−σ〈y〉−σ
(2π)3
∫ ∞
t−s
dt′
∫
R3
dξe−i(σ3(ξ
2+ω)−λ)t′+iξ·(x−Γ(t,s)−y)χ(ξ2 + ω0).
If |x|+|y| ≥ |Γ(t, s)| we integrate by parts using eiσ3ξ2t′ = σ3(2i|ξ|t′)−1 dd|ξ|eiσ3ξ
2t′
|A(x, y)| ≤ C′〈x〉−σ〈y〉−σ(1 + |x− Γ(t, s)|+ |y|)3
∫ ∞
t−s
dt′〈t′〉−3
≤ C〈x〉−σ+3〈y〉−σ+3〈t− s〉−2.
(10.13)
By χ(ξ2 + ω0) 6= 0⇒ |ξ| > CJ for a fixed CJ > 0, if |x|+ |y| < |Γ(t, s)|
|∇ξ(∓ξ2t′ + ξ · (x− Γ(t, s)− y))| ≥ 2|ξ|t′ − |x− Γ(t, s)| − |y|
≥ 2CJ t′ − 2|Γ(t, s)| ≥ 2t′(CJ − C(C0)ǫ) > t′CJ
for 2(C0)ǫ0 < CJ and t
′ ≥ 1. This implies that integrating by parts we get
|A(x, y)| ≤ C〈x〉−σ〈y〉−σ〈t− s〉−2.
So |A(x, y)| ≤ rhs of (10.13) ∀ (x, y). For σ > 9/2 we get (10.11).
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Lemma 10.2. For ǫ0 small enough and for all b = 1, 2, 3 we have
‖
∫ t
0
U(t, s)Tb(s)ds‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σx ) ≤ ǫ. (10.14)
Proof. By (6.24) and (10.2) we have
‖
∫ t
0
U(t, s)T2(s)ds‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σ) ≤ C1‖
∫ t
0
U(t, s)T2(s)ds‖L2((0,T ),L6)
≤ C2‖T2‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σx )+L1((0,T ),L2x) ≤ C
′(C0)ǫ
2 < ǫ. (10.15)
To get the bound for b = 1 we focus for definiteness only on the term with the
gradient, since the other can be bounded similarly. By (6.24)–(6.26) we have
‖
∫ t
0
zµ(s)zν(s)U(t, s)v · ∇R+µνGµν(s)ds‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σ)
≤ C′‖
∫ t
0
|zµ(s)zν(s)|〈t− s〉− 32 |v(s)| ‖Gµν(s)‖H1,σds‖L2(0,T ) (10.16)
≤ C‖zµzνv‖L2(0,T )+L1(0,T )‖Gµν(t)‖L∞((0,T ),H1,σ) ≤ C(C0)ǫ2,
by Lemma 10.1 and ‖Gµν(t)‖L∞((0,T ),H1,σ) ≤ C for a fixed C, consequence of
(8.9) and (8.16), Claim 5 in Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 7.6.
Case b = 3 uses Lemma 10.1 and can be proved as Lemma 10.7 [7]. We have
∂zjY =
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
µj
zµzν
zj
R+µνGµν (10.17)
iz˙j − ejzj = ∂zj (H˜2 + Z0 + Z1 +R+ 〈V (·+ vt)u, u〉) + iΠ˙b∂πbzj with
H˜2 =
∑
|α+β|=2
e·(α−β)=0
gαβ(Π,Π(f))z
αzβ with gαβ(Π,Π(f)) = O(|Π(f)|),
by (1) and (3) in Lemma 5.4 (recall now Π = π) where we use also π = π(t) =
Π(t) and ej(π(t)) ≡ ej, see under (5.2). By (H9), (5.22) and (6.24)
H˜2 =
∑
(i,j) s.t. ei=ej
gijzizj with ‖gij‖L∞(0,T ) ≤ C(C0)ǫ2. (10.18)
To bound (10.14) for b = 3 we need to bound
µj‖
∫ t
0
e
∫
s
t
dt′v(t′)·∇e−iK0(t−s)
zµzν
zj
̟R+µνGµνds‖L2(0,T )L2,−σx ≪ ǫ (10.19)
for ̟ = ∂zjI, Π˙b∂πbzj terms in the rhs of the second equation of (10.17). Case
I = Z0 is detailed in Lemma 10.7 [7]. Cases I = Z1,R admit easier proofs,
skipped here as in [7]. Case I = H˜2, untreated in [7], can be treated analogously,
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but deserves some attention. It is enough to consider ∂zjI = aijzi. By Lemma
10.1, inequality (10.19) is a consequence of
‖aij‖L∞(0,T )‖zµzνzj−1zi‖L2(0,T ) ≤ C(C0)ǫ2C0ǫ. (10.20)
This last inequality follows from ‖aij‖L∞(0,T ) ≤ C(C0)ǫ2, by (6.24), and by
µjz
µzνzj
−1zi = µjz
µ′zν
′
with ‖zµ′zν′‖L2(0,T ) ≤ C0ǫ,
which follows by (6.25) and |e·(µ′−ν′)| = |e·(µ−ν)| > ω0, the latter consequence
of ei = ej in (10.18). Case I = 〈V (·+ tv)u, u〉 follows by
‖zµzνzj−1‖L∞(0,T )‖∂zjI‖
1
2
L1(0,T )‖∂zjI‖
1
2
L∞(0,T ) ≤ C(C0)ǫ2+
1
2 ,
consequence of (6.26), Lemma 8.4 and ‖∂zj I‖L∞(0,T ) ≤ C (which is easy).
For ̟ = Π˙b∂πbzj , since ‖∂πbzj‖L∞(0,T ) ≤ C(C0)ǫ by Lemma 6.2,
‖zµzνzj−1‖L∞(0,T )‖∂πbzj‖L∞(0,T )‖Π˙b‖
1
2
L1(0,T )‖Π˙b‖
1
2
L∞(0,T ) ≤ C(C0)ǫ2+
1
2 ,
where we use also Lemma 7.6 and ‖Π˙b‖L∞(0,T ) ≤ C (which is easy).
To complete the proof of Lemma 8.5 it remains to bound the term PcVD2 h
in the rhs of (10.1). We proceed as in Sect. 9, where to bootstrap estimates
we exploited that the interval [0, T ] was large. Notice that so far we have not
exploited the fact that in Lemma 8.5 we have T ≥ ǫ−10 .
Lemma 10.3. For any L > 1, if ǫ0 > 0 is small enough we have
‖
∫ t
0
U(t, s)PcVD2 hds‖L2((0,T ),L2,−σx ) ≤ L
−1C0ǫ. (10.21)
Proof. We have for some fixed large A≪ T
‖
∫ t
0
U(t, s)PcVD2 hds‖L2((0,A),L2,−σx ) ≤ CAǫ.
Next, for k(A) ∼ A−1 defined in (9.22), we have
‖
∫ t−A
0
U(t, s)PcVD2 hds‖L2((A,T ),L2,−σx ) .
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ t−A
0
〈t− s〉− 32 ‖h(s)‖L6xds
∥∥∥∥∥
L2(A,T )
≤
√
k(A)‖h‖L2((0,T ),L6x) ≤
√
k(A)C0ǫ.
We write PcVD2 h = VD2 h− PdVD2 h. Then, by (9.1), we have
‖
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)PdVD2 hds‖L2((A,T ),L2,−σx )
≤
∑
j
∥∥∥∥∫ t
t−A
〈t− s〉− 32 ‖V2(·+D)ej‖L2xds
∥∥∥∥
L2(A,T )
‖h‖L∞((0,T ),L2x)
≤ CC0ǫγ
∫ T
A
〈D(s)〉−2‖〈t− s〉− 32 ‖L2t(A,T )ds ≤ C′C0ǫ2.
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We have by a version of (9.38), for Vσ2 (x) := V2(x)〈x〉σ
‖
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)F (|i∇| ≤ N)VD2 hds‖L2((A,T ),L2,−σx )
≤
∥∥∥∥∫ t
t−A
‖〈x〉−σU(t, s)F (|i∇| ≤ N)Vσ2 (·+D)‖2→2‖h‖L6xds
∥∥∥∥
L2(A,T )
≤ C′(N)γ
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ t
t−A
〈
D(s) +
∫ t
s
v(τ)dτ
〉−2
‖h‖L6xds
∥∥∥∥∥
L2(A,T )
≤ 2C′(N)γ
√
A‖〈D(t)〉−2‖L1(A,T )‖h‖L2((0,T ),L6x) < C(N)
√
AC0ǫ
2,
where we used Minkowski inequality and, for t−A ≤ s ≤ t and √2c(T )A < 1,
1 + |D(s)|2 < 2(1 + |D(s)|2 − (c(T )A)2)) ≤ 2(1 + |D(s) +
∫ t
s
v(τ)dτ |2).
Finally we have
‖
∫ t
t−A
U(t, s)F (|i∇| ≥ N)VD2 hds‖L2((A,T ),L2,−σx )
. N−1
∥∥∥∥∫ t
t−A
‖〈x〉−σU(t, s)Vσ2 (y +D)‖2→2‖h‖L6xds
∥∥∥∥
L2(A,T )
(10.22)
+N−
1
2
∥∥∥∥∫ t
t−A
‖[∇〈i∇〉− 12 , 〈x〉−σ ]U(t, s)Vσ2 (y +D)‖2→2‖h‖L6xds
∥∥∥∥
L2(A,T )
+N−
1
2
∥∥∥∥∫ t
t−A
‖〈x〉−σ∇〈i∇〉− 12U(t, s)Vσ2 (y +D)‖2→2‖h‖L6xds
∥∥∥∥
L2(A,T )
By Young’s inequality, the 2nd and 3rd line of (10.22) are bounded by
N−
1
2 γ
∥∥∥∥∫ t
t−A
‖h‖L6xds
∥∥∥∥
L2(A,T )
≤ AγC0N− 12 ǫ,
by ‖[〈i∇〉− 12∇, 〈x〉−σ ]‖2→2 . 1 and ‖U(t, s)Vσ2 (y +D)‖2→2 . γ. By the local
smoothing effect (9.39) and Young’s inequality the 4th line of (10.22) is .
γN−
1
2 ‖h‖L2((0,T ),L6x)(sup
s
∫
h(t, s)dt+ sup
t
∫
h(t, s)ds) < CC0γ
√
AN−
1
2 ǫ ,
h(t, s) := χ[A,T ](t) χ[t−A,t](s) ‖〈x〉−σ∇〈i∇〉−
1
2 ei(s−t)K0‖2→2.
Taking N sufficiently large we obtain the desired bound.
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11 Proof of Lemma 7.2
By (8.16) we can write
h(t) = U(t, 0)h(0)− iσ3γ
∫ t
0
U(t, s)Pc(Kω0)V (·+ vs+D′ +R0,2)h(s) ds−
i
∫ t
0
U(t, s)Pc(Kω0)(R′′1 (s) +R′′2 (s) +
∑
|e·(µ−ν)|>ω0
zµ(s)zν(s)Gµν(s,Π(f)))ds.
Taking t1 < t2 we have
‖U−1(t2, 0)h(t2)− U−1(t1, 0)h(t1)‖H1 . γ‖V (x)‖
W
1, 3
2
x
‖h‖L2([t1,t2],W 1,6)
+ ‖R′′1‖L1([t1,t2],H1) + ‖R′′2‖L2([t1,t2],H1,s) +
∑
|e·µ|>ω0
‖zµ‖L2(t1,t2). (11.1)
Since (6.24)–(6.26) on I = [0,∞) imply that the rhs of (11.1) goes to 0 as t1 ր
∞, then lim
tր∞
U−1(t, 0)h(t) = h+ exists in H1. Then, for A · ∇ =
∑3
a=1Aa∂xa ,
lim
tր∞
‖h(t)− h0(t)‖H1 = 0, h0(t) := eitσ3(∆−ω0)−
∫
t
0
(A(s)·∇+iA4(s)σ3)dsh+,
(11.2)
with the coefficients Aj in (8.16). We have
e−J
v0·x
2 Mh0(t) = e
−J
v0·x
2 etJ(−∆+ω0)e
∫
t
0
(JA4(s)−A(s)·∇)dseJ
v0·x
2 f+
for f+ := e
− 12Jv0·xMh+ and by J = −M iσ3M−1, see (5.5). By (9.40)–(9.41)
e−tJ∆e
1
2Jv0·xu0 = e
1
2Jv0·xe
t
(
J
v20
4 +v0·∇
)
e−tJ∆u0.
Recall ev0·∇u0(x) = u0(x+ v0). Hence we conclude
e−
1
2Jv0·xMh0(t) = e
−tJ∆eJς(t)·♦f+
eJς(t)·♦ := e
J
(
t
(
ω0+
v20
4
)
+
∫
t
0
A′4(s)ds
)
♦4
eJ
∑3
a=1(−v0a+
∫
t
0
A′a(s))♦a
(11.3)
for A′a = Aa for a ≤ 3 and A′4 = A4 − 12A · v0 the coefficients in (8.13), see
under (8.15). Then (11.2) and f(t) = e−
1
2Jv0·xMh(t) yield Lemma 7.2.
12 End of the proof of Theorem 1.1
Recall that, for p′ and Π with limits as tր∞, we have
u(t) = eJτ
′(t)·♦(Φp′(t) + P (p
′(t))P (Π(t))r′(t)) , r′ = eJR
0,2·♦(f + S0,1).
(12.1)
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By Theorem 6.6, we know that eiΘ(t,x−D(t))r(t, x−D(t)) = A(t, x)+ r˜(t, x) with
A(t, x) and r˜(t, x) satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 1.1.
To finish Theorem 1.1 we have yet to prove (1.8). We know that f satisfies
Lemma 7.2. To prove (1.8), it is sufficient to show that there is a ζ0 ∈ R4 s.t.
lim
tր∞
(τ ′(t) + ς(t)) = ζ0 (12.2)
for τ ′ the phase in (12.1) and ς the function in Lemma 7.2 written explicitly in
(11.3). It is easy to see that when we plug (12.1) in u˙ = J∇E(u) we get
f˙ = J(−∆− τ˙ ′ · ♦− R˙0,2 · ♦)f +G1(u), (12.3)
with G1(u) ∈ C0(H1x, L1x). On the other hand, f satisfies also (8.13), which is
of the form
f˙ = J(−∆− λ(p0) · ♦+A′ · ♦)f +G2(u) (12.4)
with G2(u) ∈ C0(H1x , L1x). Then, by the definition of ς we have
(τ˙ ′ + R˙0,2 + ς˙) · ♦f = G1(u)−G2(u) (12.5)
In turn, all the coefficients τ˙ ′, R˙0,2, ς˙ in (12.5) are in C0(H1x,R4). By an
argument in Lemma 13.8 [13] we conclude τ˙ ′ + R˙0,2 + ς˙ = 0. Then, by
limtր∞R0,2 = 0, see the proof of (7.20), we obtain (12.2).
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